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TO THE

RIGHT HOilOIIRABII
ROBERT, Iord Paeton, Baron of Patton, Viscorutt and EarI of fcflnotth,

l,ty Lords

It i.s not nq intention, noL ind,eed nq Talent, to Celebtate thoae
Excellent Vitttaet, wfuLeh thine to utlnentlq bnight in gouh Lond-
thipz Fon they aae Thunet onlg { i t  to be taeated on bq the t tnong-
ett Pen, and thein Native tlonth and Retplendencq atle theii own
ru{ ftci ent ?aneg gniebt .

Yet, ruch ll the Vene-natlon t havt
Endounentt o{ goutl Noblc Mind, ana
move gourl t{onoua to naLe tuch erac
into aLL the Secaetr and. lluttettiet
othett that Laboun thesteini tndt 1
to pub&i-eh nA ,Lelentmesu theleo| to the |lsnld. Thete R.eaton6, Mg
Lond, togethet with the conlid,ettation 06 goutl inbned Candoun and,
Genettotitg, encouaaged ne to the boldnett- o{ eonnltting thit tnaU
Tneatite to uoui Honount Patnonaae and Pnotectiont To whon I bnow
Lt wtll ae n'one weleone at contalning in it the Choice ?btuwatiotu
both in Phgtleb and Ckgnittng, o( tha$, Fanount llan, a.nd, gnea,t Pnivg
Countel lot o{ Natune, Srr K.O. A Name, l lg Lond, that hath pecul i-an
Channt with it. to ,Lecommend aE that ane und.ett itt oneat thadow.
to the value and conlicde ation o[ arl the diligent, Tne Leaaned,'

L6on (nag f a,c6anre this vartty fu
inetr (on tevelal Yeant to teJtve
;i;;e," and io- aiteni on t i^- ioni'

nentt, and. Eo to eontinue to his dil1# 1,lrfi,^tir'n'lti2tttli'ett,.'
tl lose Choiee things contained in thit tittle Tneati-se.

And. tince I 6ean theg tu66ett din,tn
bg patting tltnough 

^A 
ncan Hand.t,

couLd nah.e no bettelt atonwnent, th
ceive R ecl"uLtt, and R eindotcenentt
o{ qoutl llluttniout Hame. To th,at
to pnottnate then at goun Honount
Lget

Your tonours

Most Obedient, and

Uoet Devoted Servant,

Geonge llantman.



TO THE

READER

Coutteoue Readet,

This Treatise contains some of the Choicest Collections of the
Fanous SLr X,eneln Digby (sone whereof have been wrought by his wn
hands, some conununicated to hin by Learned ltlen of all Nations) in
praise whereof no rpre need be said, but, that they are his; either
of his production, or of his approbation. f shall, therefore, omit-
t ing other Artifects and Insinuations, only satif ie the Reader with
all the clearness and ingenuity I can, how f came by thern; and
thereby I question not, but f shall bery successively recolunend
this Collection of them to all Ingenious Lovers of Art, whose Ears
the Fame of the lforthy Author hath reached.

To this End, r must acquaint hirn, that I had the Honour several
years to wait upon Si.r Kenelm, and to have several of his Manu-
scripts in my Custody, more particularly this with others was com-
mitted to my Charge, when my Worthy lrtaster intended a Journey to
Fnance for his Healthrs sake and to settle his Af-airs there: And
he had Progressed in his designed Journey as far as Cittenbunn,
when a violent Distemper forced him back to his own House Ln Cooent
Ganden; and in three days after his return, left the Learned World
to lament the loss of so great a l{an. And here besides his incomp-
arable se1f, his Friends and Countrey Ist the benefit of his Famous
Library he had in France (which for want of his being Naturalized)
fell into tlte Fneneh Kings hands, who bestowed it upon a gentleman,

and it was sold (as r was credibly informed) for ten thousand
Crowns. In which no doubt were manuscripts of his own, of very great
worth and rich varue, and might have obliged the world, had they
fallen into the hands of Generous and Comunicative Men.

But it was my happiness to have, arpng some other Manuscripts of

his' the sole Propriety of this Choice lrlanual, which contains rare

and profitable Secrets in Philosophy and Chymistry, detivered with



Dore perspi.culty and plalnness than is yet to be found in any

Chyrnical Book: Year such that any understanding Reader nay with

great facility be conducted as wlUt an Atiadnean Ll.ne into the

rcEt intricate and hither-to fatigating Areana of Chlznistty. Eere

are the true litrenetruune and Alkaheete, and that hitherto hidden
Seeret of Volatizing the fixed Salt of Tartar without any Eeteno-

gene Substance, being the true Vegetable ltlenstnuum; with many other

rare and unheard of Medicines, some whereof I had a mincl to re-

serve for uyself, and not to Publish them during my Life, because

of the great E:qlerience, and the good success I have had with then
i.n desperate eases; but Inpiun eEt tacene quae pnonulgata et6ent,

nul to lun ni tene decunbent iun,  in Levamen extat tent .  'T is rmpious

and unchristian to forbear the Publication of those things, which

being rendered Publick, will effectually redound to the Advantage

and Comfort of miserable ltlan.

I have translated most of these Secrets out of t-h'e Latine,

Freneh, Genman and ftalian Tongues. And if I have conunitted any

indecencies against the fdiom of the Englieh Speech, I hope the

Candid Reader will forgive a Foreigner. As for any Ornaments and

Embellishments of Langudg€, as the Work requires no such a Paint-

ing, so the Publishers Foreign Stile and nean Talents are not able

to afford it.

I have no more to acquaint the Reader with, but that these Se-

crets had been Conununicated to him long before, but that I have

been most part of ny tine since rry Excellent ltlasters Decease, a-

broad: However, f hope they will be now kinclly entertained. For it

is the height of my Ambition to rnake the Dtemory of Ey incomparable

l{aster to Live, who was my private, and the lilorldrs Publick Bene-

factor, which can no where do with such Advantage as in his Learned

lilorks, for thereby being dead, he yet speaks and instructs.

And though it be no addition to his Glorious Name, y€t for the

Wit and Srnartness of ttre thing, and the Readers diversion, I shall

conclude here with that Elegant Elitaph made on him by the ingeni-

ous Dr. Fannar, which is as fol loweth.
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How To FDr ) wro @ rr I o* I 
pREcrprrATE.

Baving written so mary procesaes, and made so ma,nJr ttryeln, and heard

so many dlscourses of learned Een upon this subJect, I wlll give 1rou aD ac-

courrt of an easie method that I have resolved qpon for accomplistrtng this

work. Namely; That au i?nFerfect 6s'fals and corn-ro" 
9 

uay be trans-

muted frrt" O by one and the sane method; to wit, by matnration aud coc-

tionn and not by generation; for that whtch is generated, is no more that

which it waE before it was generated: And that which is corrupted, is no

more that which it was before it was corrupted.

But the baser metals, after they at e transmuted mo O or O are stiu

metals nevertheless as they were before, and the transmutation of their krnd

is done by changing their accideutal form, not their substartial, the perfes-

tion whereof is MatrEit5r; for by maturation the metal is brought to a higher

degree of perfection.

Now, inperfect metals are maturated by external heat, which digesteth

their crude humidity! y€8r O it self may be firrther perfected, and exalted

-1-



in colour, as when the stone is made of it, it wiu communicate this Me-

turit5r 1s lmperfect metals.

And common p * extrasted out of metals three se\reral ways; na',nely,

by cementation and digestion, by fermeutationn and by tincture, as for ce-

mentation' that concerneth only the digestion of O *" O but not the other

too irnperfect metals, nor p either, which is crude, and too much alienated

from the maturity of O .

B5r cemerrtation' the humidity of ) is brought to maturity. There are

several sorts of cementations, namely by Salts, Alloms, Vitriols, and Metal-

rine-waters. 

-ort 
often-tirnes instead e; rrigesting 

O they burn it; so that

this way of making O is with more loss than profit.

But there is no better wav thaa p and red precipitate, which I harrc

learned by the afore-mentioned operations.

I\,rY PROCESS IS SUCH.

Take tii"r O, *"te an Analgam of it with Mereury by A.F. as you

know, wash this Amalgan very well in seneral waters, then press out so

much p , that there remain b.,t 3iiii. of it with the Q which makethSrrj.

in arl. Add to itf,vi. of good red Precipitate, and grind alr to an impalpable

Powder; which put into a matlrass, and digested it with a geuile heat in san4

so that the p a" nsf suuims, but that it may calcine the Q and leave it in
powder, for if you give too great a heat, it w"iu reduce the ) into a body.

After three days digestion, take out your powder; and grind it as before,

so that if there be yet any quick p it may be mortified, Digest it again as

before, and with the same degree of heat for three days more; then take it



out end grind lt agatn" then dtgest it only for two days by forrr degrees of

heat, whlch you must change e\rery two hours, to the end, that by the last

degree of heat all the p *O 
E 

preclpitate may precipitate the powder of

O , which will begin to grow white.

Reiterate the addition of p t"U 
I 

precipitate in the sa"ne quantitJr as

before. Digest two days more by four degrees of heat, as before, and the

powder will grow perfectly white.

Then by the same operation reiterated it will begin to be of a Citrine

colour, and fixed.

And thus by reiterating the digestions, you may give it what degree of

this colorrr you please; for the oftner you digest it with the said 
Q 

ana q

precipitate, being separated from it again by the last degree of heat, the

more the powder will be of a Citrine Colour.

Then melt Jrour powder with Borax, and you shall have O .t 24 Carrats,

without diminution of the first weight of the ) which qriU be rather increased

A11 may be accomplished in the space of One and Tweuty days.

A WORK WrrH @ eNo p rnar MONSTEUR DANDRE HELPED TO

WORK IN PIEDMOIIII, IN GREAT QUANTITY: GTVEN ME BY IIIM, JUNE

1660.

Monsieur Irryrdte saith, he wrought thus: Make carefully dnamalgama

of 3 i. ot O in Calx, with ? or 8 of purified 
S , tft"tt squeeze out so much

q , that there remain 3 tti. 
"t 

g , and so there be 3 oti. in the Globe:

To this add 3 i. of Sulphur-vive, which is clear and transparent in pieces,

(in ltaly, where he wrought this) and grind all very well together, (in ttris



conslsteth the main part of the Secret, for at errcry time you are 1e srnFloy

three or fonr hours in grindfng) then put the matter irilo a matrass, and gine

a gerilIe heat, the Glass unstoppe4 till tte moisture and smoak is extraled

out. Then let the fire go out, and when the matrass is col{ seal it her-

meticdln and set it to sublime by degrees of Fire, till all that rill, be

sublime4 which will be done in 20 or 24 hours. Then the Vessel being col4

break it' and take out the Matter, and grind all together a long tl-'e, both

that which is sublipe4 and that which is in the bottom, addin g 3 j. of new

Sulphur-vive, then subllme in the same method as before; repeat this seven

tirnes at the least, adding $ 
j. of Sdphur-vive every time, and the matter

will become a brown yellowish reddish powder, which will be very fusible,

and even in the grinding it will relent, as though it grew moist: You.will

have 3 ruj. of fixed Matter, which project (in parcels) upon ! x. of O

in good fustior5 then put it to the Copper, and separating $ and you shall

have 3 otj. of pure Q .

You can work Uut 
] 

j. of O in one glass, but you may put b0, or more

glasses in one sand Furnace with a large bason of copper in sand.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ArcIIT THE SAID MONSIEI]R DANDREIS

WORK.

The operation was made in an Athanon, with the Registers at the end,

the hole through which the heat was sonmunicatedn was abotd the bigness

of a brick, the plate which held the Sand was of lron, and contained 32 mat-

resses, sixteen on every side: The Tower was in the middle, wherein the

coals sunk down by degrees. They did not mix the powder with wax, nor



aDy thing else in proJecttn& but only wrapt trp in paper, tt dld enter, aud

dlsappear tnnedletely wlthoqf snqqklng. The matrass ouglrt to have 2

third parts empty.

The Analgama wag made thus: They took t *. of q and heated it in

a Cruclble, urtil it begun to smoak, then they set it upon hot Ashes, and

cast ther"i" t i. of Dacats cut ln g6all pieces, and ma& hot in a cruci-

ble, then stirred tt urtil the @ was swallowed up by trre 
Q 

: Then took it

off, and let it cool. They did not wash the said Amalgama: They used cour-

-"" 
p only mixed with Quick-lime, and then Disti[ed in a Retort.

The SuIPhur was transparent and yellow like Amber, in pieces, and to

be had atcarmagnole,  Tunin,  cong, Mondet iersdlueerGenee: I t  is  a

sulphur-vive, cost four, five, or six pence a pound. The Sand they used

was round River-sand and the matrass sras never red in the Sand: They

never put above I i. "f O in one matrass, nor ne\rer above i[ x. of O
at every projection.

(llartman) These observations were corn'nunicated to Sir Kenelm by

Abbot Boucaud, but the Process was written by Sir Kenelrn himse1 from

Monsieur Dandret s Morrth.

MONSIEIIR VAN OUTER ' S SECRET, PITYSICIAN OF BRUSSELS, WITH

O AND BUTTER oF ANTTMoI{r.

Take equal parts of 6 mineral, and p 
"r'.urr,'r,ate, 

and a little galar-

moniae , make butter thereof: Draw the spirit from this butter, which rec-

tifie again (Note, that this butter, being extrrosed to the Air, draws from

the same what it needeth in an hours f,irns, and thereby is much increased



ln quantity: That whlch tt draws ls the hldden food of the Life of Man, and

all the Beings in the World. And thle butter is the true magnet whlch drawe

it in its purity. ) Then put this spirit into a glass cucurbite, of a conrrenier*

bigness, flt a head to it with Limbec and Receiver; lWe well all the junc-

tures, and put it thus to putrifie in Ashes for two monthe, in which time the

matter will become as red as Ellood, and afterwards very black, 
"1isling 

to

the sides of the vessel like glutinous Soot, and the Ethereal Spirit ascendeth

and passeth into the recipient in form of a Spirit, and in Body of fusible salt,

whereof you must also draw the spirit, and separate them by distilation with

a very gerrtle fire, udil you see a red and sparkting fire upon the matter,

which is a sign of its maturity, and that you hane obtained the philosophical

ts , which is the true uninersal dissohrerrt, then let it cool. That which
+

resteth in the bottom of the cueurbite, is the Tetra damnata.

Talce t rrj. of this Mansttuum, and put it upon 3 
j. of O in very thin

plates, which will speedily be dissohred, and they will unite intirnately, as

being of the sarle nature. You must take great care that you lose nothing

of the spirits; it must be done in a matrass with a glass stopper, exactly

fitted; and being well sealed and lnted, digest it w'ith a La:rrp fire, with a

very gerrtle heat in the beginning. After fifty days digestionr 5lou must feed

and imbibe yor:r matter with the saidltlenstruum, whereof you must have

store, for to multiply your \trork. So soon as you have put in the said dissol-

vent, you must stop it again imm.ediately, and seal it as before, then digest

fifty days more, the heat a little increased; which tirne being expired, you

must again feed your matter with the Virginal Milk a little more than the



ftrst time, continuing the digestionn the heat a little stronger. Relterate

the Imbibttion seven ttmes, and your matter wlll become more vlgorous,

and will be able to bear stronger food from time to time, and to bear

stronger heat, whlch nevertheless must not be hastened, but well gonerned,

after the erample of the operation of the Rays of the Sun in the Spring and

Surnmer, for the nourishrnert ard maturation of negetables. But you must

observe, that at the two lest i'nbibltions, there must be but 35 days dis-

tance from the one to the other instead of 50 before. At the fine first im-

bibitions you shall see from time to time the wonderful effects of Nature,

by the irrternal vertue of the matter, and by all the signs written in Flan-

mel,  Le lourbe, Roeaire,  ,o? Jubi .Lat ion of  the Sout and in al l those

Authors that have possessed this rare Knowledge, which will appear infallibly;

to the proportion whereof you must increase the fire, and that is left to the

discretion of the operator. You must observe, that as the matter multi-

plieth in vertue ard quarrtity at each imbibition, and always more and more,

it might become so fusible, that at last it might penetrate the glass; so that

if you judge conveniert, you need not imbibe quite seven tirnes, that you may

run no hazard; for you may afterwards multiply the powder in the same rDaD-

ner, and carry it qd infinitun . And to perform ell thisr there needeth no

more than abotrt nine months time, and without much trouble or care.

THE MIILTIPLICATION OF THE POWDER.

Tahe t 
j. of the powder to 3 ti. of O , melt them together, and leave

them until all be reduced to a powder, which will be done in three days at the

most; and thus you may camy it ad infi,nitum, and that which is made thus,



hath the safire'\rcrtue aa the ftrst.

TTIE PROJECTION.

To project unon p you must heat it in a Crucible, until it cast a black

smoak, then cast one grain of the said powder r4lon ten or twelve ounces of

9 
. And projecting upon qther metals, they must be in fusion, and they

wlll render in proportion accordlng as they abound in 
H .

A CONSTDERABLE WORK WrTrr o em 9 .

Tat<e 3 oiii. of O , melt it in a crucible with three ti'nes as much

Tin-glass, mix them well together, then cast it out, and beat it into as

small pieces as you can: Take three tirnes the weight of your mixture of

good sublimate, which prt in the bottom of a large cucurbite, and upon

that put the said mixture; set the cucurbite in an earthen pot, which put

into an Iron pot with Sand; fit a head wlth a Limbeck and Receiver to it,

lute all. well, and girrc a gerdle heat at the beginning for two hoqrs; then

increase the heat by degrees, at last a \rery vloleut fire of renerberation,

during eight hours; then let it coo1, and opentbe vesser, and you shall

find your Tin-glass in the receiner in the form of Crystals, with the sub-

limate, and the @ witt remain in the bottom of the cucnrbite, in the form

of light dry flowers' \rery fair to behold, and wiII be much opened and at-

tenuated.

Dissolve this O in eight parts of A.R. Distiu it, and put the sarne

quartity of new A. R. upon it, and distilt it off as before. Repeat this three

times, at the third ti'ne the @ wilI be so opened, that it uriU ascend with

the water, and stick to the sides of the head of the Alembick; so the same



will seem to be full of golden Stars.

Dissolve thi" O again ln eigtrt earts of A. R. Dissolve also by itsef

twelve Marcs of 
I 

in A. F. Prrt these two dissolrrtions together, and let

them staud to settle 24 hours, the O *A 
H 

** be precipitated indistt€-

uishible, in the form of a black spunge, and wiU be effedially and radically

united.

Distill off the water to dryness, you will find at the bottom a gray pow-

der, which take out, and put it irilo a matrass, and pour upon it good o5rle

of Vitriol, so much as may cover it the breadth of four fingers; SeaI it

hermeticdly, and digest for twenfr days. Then open the matrass, and let

the humidity exhale by a strong heat in Sand: heak the glass, and grind

the matter with a little Borax, then melt it, and you shall have at least

eleven Marcs of O ( a Marc is ten ounces. )

Monsieur Cannien gave this work to his Uncle, Monsieur FerrieT,

having had it from an intlm.ate Friend of his, who had amirrcd to great

wealth by it.

(Harhan) The said Monsieur Ferrier did communicate ttris Process

to Sir Kenelm at Paris, 1660, When he returned from Germany, at the

time of the Kings Happy Restauration.

A WORK COPIED OI]T OF TIIE ORIGINAL OF MONSIEUR

DE LA VIOLETTETS OWN HAND, WITEREOF HE MADE

GREAT ACCOT]NT,

Tahe 3 iiij. of the purest and finest Y , and 
! viij. Spanien 

fl

purified with salt and vinegar, make an Amalgam.a. Then take red Mi-



ninum and Aesustun of each 
t fUi. Danzick Vitriol lbj. reduced to half

a lb. by calclnation, grind and mix these all sell together, and put them

irrto a retort coated, and pour upon it one poturd and a haU of the following

A. F.

Take Vitriol two pound, which reduce to one lb. by calcination, which

put furto a retort, and pour upon it a good A. F. made of Vitriol and Nitre,

DistiU it S. A. and you shall have an A. F'. fit for this work, which having

poured upon the said matter, distiU it off, and it will be very ponderous.

Elreak the retort (being eold) and you will find on the sides of it, and upon

the Caput Mortuum, a very red and ponderous sublirnate, which take off.

Talce the haU of the Caput Montuufit and as much of Bay Salt decrepi-

tated, reduce all to a fine powder with the said sublimate, and then put

all irrto a new retort, and pour upon it the distilled A. F. Distill it as be-

fore, and the said A. F. will come off very red, and the sublirnate will be

more red, and more ponderous than before, and will rise very high at this

tine. Keep this water very carefully, break the retort, and take both the

feces and sublimate, and reduce it to powder, and subli'ne it by itseU

without A. F. and the sublimate will mount but upon the surface of the feces,

which separate, and it crill have acquired more redness, and will be almost

fixed. Put this sublimate into the said A. F. and it will dissolve it speedily:

Distill or evaporate the A. F'. in sand, and the sublimate will remain in the

bottom like a deep-red O5r1. Put ido this Oyl 3 Oj. of the fixed Sulphur

of Vitriol, made according to Art; put it irrto a matrass with a short neck,

and digest in sand, urrtil all the moisture is exhaled.



Then take an Analgant mede wlth one part of Q and two parts of D

calctned wtth salt, and tour part a ol Spanieh U (weshed with salt and+
vinegar;) then squeeze out so much 

I "" 
you can from the Amalgama.,

then wash and dry thisAnalgama, and pour upon it by little and little of

the above-said A. F. let it stand haU an hour, then pour on more of the

water as before, and you wlll see the Amalgamc dissolve visibly, and will

be reduced to a very red powder.

Note, that once in half an hour you must pour on some of the said water,

and all will be done in less than haU a day. Digest it haU a day longer in

sand; then break the vessel, take out this precipitate, and melt it with a

little Borax, and you shall have O .t 24 Carats.

Note, that if you take equal parts of O and ) to your Amalganar ;rou

shall have increase yet fourty or fifty per cent more.

SNiIDERI S SECRET, AS HE GAVE TT ME IIIMSELF THE

22 OF JI'LY, 1664.

Take Nitre eigtrt parts, Sulphur four parts, and Tartar two parts: Re-

duce all irrto a fine powder, and mix them well. Then melt one part of pure

O and three parts of purified Regul.ue of Anti.nanVin a crucible; then

add to them three parts or more of the said powder, let it stand in the fire

until you see a light skin upon it, then pour it into an Antirnony-horn, Take

the Reguluein the bottom of the Horn, and melt it again, and cast more of

the said powder upon it: Repeat this so often until all the Regulus be con-

sumed; dissolne all the scums of the said Regulue, and make a laver there-

of, which filter, and precipitate with an Acid, which edulcorate; edulcorate



also the feces whtch remalned in the fllter, put these things edulcorated

together, with haU the weight of flowers of sulphur, and calcine them well:

Then draw the salt from it rith dlstiUed vinegar ( which will be a golden salt)

draw as much of the said salt from it as you cano

Take one part of this salt, and two or three parts of good butter of Anti-

mony well rectified, 
-,'- 

the- well in a matrass, one part filled, and the

other two parts empty: Seal it Hermetically, and digest it with a gentle

heat; it will gro\p black and putrifie in the space of three days; corrtinue

the digestion until the powder be fixed.

THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIOISS ARE FROM.qNOTHER

LEARNED MAN, WITII WHOM SIR KENELM DID CONFER

AT HrS RETURN FROM BRTSTOL, CONCERNING THE SAID

SNYDERI S WORK. WHO SAITH THUS.

This operation may be abbreviated, in fermerrting it with @ as fol-

loweth: Make a Spiritu ousilegulus of, 6 , as you know, which is preci-

pitated butter of 6 
""d I , adding to them soap and salt of Tartar.

Take of this Spirituous Reg.three parts, and one part of Q , melt them

together, and cast it by littte and little into the Sulphurous Salt Enixe,

& totuc soTvi tun,  ef funde, soloe, f , i l t ra,  pneeipt ta totqnt

materi'am tn Sulphun puLcheninum: Reverberate this Sulphur with j

flowers of Sulph. or if you will, dissolve it agair5 and precipitate; draw

the salt from this Sulphure with distilled Vinegar; add to this salt or Gold-

en Vitriol, three times its weiglrt of bntter of 6 ; digest them together

(dono eossent eolone4) You may multiply the work in quality' in dis-



solving the powder in Salt Enke, and precipltating often: And you may

multtply it in quarillty, in mixing tt with new Butter of $ , wherein you

hane dissolved the sai d salt, or Golden Vitriol. Note, That this work

will be more excellent if it be done with 
H 

of I , and Spirituousileg .

It may be also abbreviated in purifying very well the Br.rtter 
"f 

6 . Note,

that thls work in a mineral water, which ie coagulated by its own Sulphur.

Note a1so, that if you take the Golden Sulphur without Reg. the work will

be yet shorter. Note, that in the multipllcation, if the powder only be

dissolved in Ehrtter of 6 , the operation witl be shorter.

A GREAT SECRET OF' THE SAID MR. SNIIDER' S POWDER.

Dissolve Q insat Enixq and exalt it with Sulphur 
"f 6 , then cast

irt eonum,i.n salem nubieundtrm.{see that no Coals fall in.) Keepthe salt

so long in the fire, that it remain fusible: Grind it, and let it melt in a

matrass; add a grain or two of the powder, let all melt in a strong fire

twelve or twenty hotrs, a^nd this powder will be multiplyed; pour out, dis-

solve, ard filter, pd therein ) and 
S , tn"y will be transmuted into fine

o.
Or, precipitate the Liquor with salt irrto a Golden Sulphnr, which di-

gest longer with lhrtter 
"f 6 . Or, preserve the Sulphr:r, and fermerrt it

again with dissolved Q , as is said, in Salt Eniaerand, in a matrass, that

the powder may go ad infinitun.

III/IATTHEWS HIS WORK.

Take Co'n'non Cinaber 5 oj. Crystals of d 3 ri. co--on H

precipitate, made by A. tr.. and reverberated urrtil it be red, J 5. OyI of



Vitriol t 
-n. 

Flrst, reduce the three hard tngredtents into a most flne

powder; then grind it upon a Merble stone with a little of the OyI of Vitriol,

adding the said Oyl by little and little, uutil it become Uke P"p; whlch put

irrto a low cucurbite (taking care that it do not touch the sides of the said

cucurbite, because it would endFnger it to break) and put upon it the rest

of the OyI of Vitriol, and stir the matter well with a stick of glass (which

must be massy and not hollow) that all may be well mixed together; digest

it with a gentle heat for eigtrt days, so that nothing may go over through

the Limbeck: Then distill as much as you can of the Oyl of Vitriol' and

take the matter out of the cucurbite, and grind it again; put the distilled

OyI upon it again' and distill as before, without digesting it; repeat this

fourteen or sixteen times. At last, distill as much of the OyI as possibly

you caq and that the remaining matter may be thick, and conveniently

handled, put into it J n. o" vj. of filings 
"f O. Then melt twenty outrces

of O , and project your matter upon the same (being in fusion) in fifteen

or twent5r parcels, staying every time, before you project urrtil that which

you projected be well eutred and incorporated with the ), and that it be

very clear: After all is projected, leave it in good fusion for an hour or

two; then put it to Coppel, and afterwards to Separating V, and you shall

haveabout 3iB .  ofpureO.

The Crystals of d*" made thus:

Upon filings of d put Oyl of Vitriol, then pour common I upon

it, and the filings will dissolve; filter the dissolution, and evaporate the

Liquor usque ad petlieulam';set it in a cold place, and it will shoot irto



Crystals, wbich require no further Purificatlon.

The Oyl of Vttrtol for thls work is made thus: Take Danziek VttrioL

dissolve it once in V , filter and congeal it; then calcine it gertly, untll

it be white: Then distil it in retorts S. A. forcing it very strongly at last.

Dephlegm this Oyl in a low cucurblte, and that which remaineth in the cu-

curb. (which will be of a dark red) must be passed through a filter of wool

in a glass fururel, and the wool wlll imbibe the unctuosit5r of the Oyl, which

if it were not separated from it, mlgtrt hinder its operation.

TO Frx )wro @ .

The 15th of November, 1660, Monsievr John Conmandaz.r told me, that

ii'gnpn Lueca (from whom he now came) had taught him a shorter, and

easier way of doing his work, thus:

Take the Mother-liquon of Salt-petre, V. P. 122 (which is the salt

V ttrat remaineth after as much is shot iuto Nitre as will shoot) and let it

run once through a filter of washed sand to purifie it; then evaporate it to

dr5mess: Grind the remaining salt very fine, and set it in a cellar, or other

moist place to dissolve imo V by the Air; filter that by a woollen Languette,

coagulate, Sind, dissolve, and filter it. Repeat this seven or eight times,

that all foulness may be severed from this fixed salt of Salt-petre. Then it

will easily give its pure Spirits, and not before. Put this into retorts, not

above haU a pound irrto each retort; distiU first with very gentte A , in-

ereasing it by degrees, at last, strong A, as when you distill A. F. The

distillation will be performed in twenfy four hours: Then dephlegm it care-

fully; when the drorps come Acid, cease. In the mean tirne purifie the fixed



sat remaintng alter the distiUatlon, by grinding lt small" dtssolvlng in

hunido, filtering, and congealrng. Repeat thts twtce or thrice; thenput

one part of this fixed selt to three parts of the spirit, and to this compo-

sition put a teuth part of pure Q , ana though it were in an Ingot, it will

dissolve it speedily. Prtt thts isto an Eg& and seal it Hermetically, and

digest it, it will putrifle, and grow enttrely black; then pass all the due

colours, during which tlme increase the heat by degrees, a^nd when it re-

quireth strong heat, use Coal,

AN OBSERVATTON ABOUT VOLATTLTSED D .

Monsieurde Lrobenterund, Mons. de La NouE wrought the first process

upon) t*tti"h is after those uponQ) tttat is inthe handgril of Baeil VaL.

which maketh the fourteenth Book of his Test. But instead of a due Calx

"f O, they took one made with A. F. (the ordinary made of Vitriol and

Nitre) and precipitated it with salted V (Saft dissolved in Comnon V ) ana

for the rest, did as the process teacheth; which was reported to me thus.

Put upon this Calx 
"f O (they had $ iv. ) (after it is well dulcified by often

ablutions with fair V, till no saltness or spirits appear to remain) so much

fresh A. F. as to swirn four fingers breadth over the Calx of O: Distitt

off the A.F. then cohobate agairy do thus four tirnes: At the last distillation

gine strong A r 1rou will have a gray substance like marcasite. Beat it to

powder, and ptrt distilled vinegar upon it, to swirn fonr fingers over it; di-

gest two days, then boyl it three or four hours, after which, disti[ away

all the distilled Vin. and there should have remained blew Crystals, but

they vrere white without tincture: So having failed in their expectation,



ttrey would reduce thelr ) Uact tn a bodn therefore dulcitied it well wtth

distiUed vinegar and fair p , and put it lnto a Cruc. to melt with a ltttle

Borax, and a little Nitre, and a thick smoak flew away, and ln the end there

remained bnt Ji5. or ) .

Consider, if this course, and, if need be, digesting longer (at last) with

distiled vinegar and Oyl of Tartar, * , and salt of Urine, d co Then dis-

filling with Tartar and Calx-vive, might not make 
H "t O .

A PROCESS FROM MONSTEUR VTGNAULT, WITH oeUO

9 r  dc '

Take 3i. or O, adateitwith $tr. of H; 8rind thts aaa.,andwash

it well: Then put it into an earthen Pot with its coner to shut it very close,

which cover must be like a funnel at the top: Put it to a gentle A in sand

for twentSr four hours, then give it a strong A fo" twenty four hours more,

that the matter may ascend and descend; then take out your matter (loosen-

ing it from the bottom where it sticketh fast) and grind it, anddr&&te it

again with the same 
I 

, *U proceed all as before. Repeat this work six

times, always with the same lf , which, by degrees will become earth,+
and will stick no more to the borttom; you must leave it in sand e\rery time

twenty four hours before you grind it again; after the sirth time give it

strong A , 
"o 

that it may be red-hot in the sand for fourty eight hours,

and it will be a red powder, which multiply by mixing with it its weight

of p, tttding and digesting it as before; and in three times twentJr four

honrs it wiU be in powder; and if you will multiply it 
"g"itr, 

proceed as be-

fore, with egual weight of 
I 

. And to make it into a Tree, do thus: When



you have made the &&hrand ground and washed lt, then put it into a mat-

rass, whlch stq only with paper; then dtgest it continually, end the said

p *tU ascend and descend: And when you see that at last it becomes hard

and hearry, sticking to the neck of the matrass, put it down with a quill, and

it uriu become a Tree, which will be red. Note, Thet your 
Q 

must be well

purified first, and then sublirned wlth@ andQ, taking jtj. of Oto one

pound of 
H , for it will be much the better, and will be sooner done. If

you mix 
3 B. of @with3 0. of the said powder, and grind it wett with

3 
ti. 

"t 
g revived from cinaber, and anr'nated with @ , ." is said, and

digest it fourty eigtrt hours, you will do more in fifteen days, than other-

wise in two morrths, and the O *itt not stick to the bottom of the pot: you

must cortinue the digestion as is said above, and at the end strong A.

The @ will serve for to anirnate tne 
P , and to melt it, and reduce it into

a calx, for to &hhte it with animated p, t"r.ing 5 i. of O to four ot 
9 .

FrxATroN oFo, WROUGHT By FATHER BENTNG DE

BAUNE, ADVD BY HIM COMMUMCATED TO ME.

First, he animated commo" 
H 

for this work, thus:

Take 3 ,o. of Common Sulphur, melt it in an Earthen Poringer,

then cast into it by little and little lbj. of p tn oUied with salt and vinegar,

and squeezed throughdhambo -leather) stir it continually; then take it from

the fire, and keep it stirring urrtill it is reduced to a black powder, which

shd, and add to it lbj. of 6 in powder, and lb S . of euick-lime also in

powder; mix all together, and put it irrto a coated retort, of such a bigness,

that a third part may remain empty. Distill it, and let the nose of the re-



tort tye in a Portnger full of V , dlstill by degrees of A, 
"s 

you do A. F.

ttre p wil dtstiU into the p : Mlr thts 
9 "t"t 

with new materlale, and

distiU as before. Repeat thls operatlon with the said p seven times, every

time witb new materials.

Take of this 9 5t". hhbteft with 5i. oe O; *"shthe aaass oftea,

that thev come from lt clear, then dry it. Put thts hihitrto a matrass, and

digpst twenty four horrs in Ashes: Then take it out, and grind it in a glass

morter, and add to it ! :or. of the said p ; gind them well together, then

wash it and dry it, and put it irrto a retort, and distill over all the p 
-

sand.

Take Sniti. of this 
Q, aaate it with li. ot aligtrt spungr-calx of

O ; wash this aaa well with warm V , then dry it, and put it into a matrass;

seal it Hermetically, and digest it in sand the space of twenf,y four hours:

Then grind it again with 
3 viij. more of 

$ 
, and digest as before. Repeat

this operation onee more with 3*i. more ot g , so that there be 
t:oriv.

of I to one of O , Put them irrto three several matrasses, which seal

hermetic"[y, and prrt them to a suppressing heat in aa Athanor, for the

space of two montrs: Then put aII irrto a retort, and distill it in sand, with

a heat of suppressionn so that the A above be stronger tlran that below, and

if any of the @ remain ir the borttom of the retort, you must Aahte it with

twenty four parts of 
S , and distil it as before, urti[ all the @ Ue ais-

Repeat the same as before, urrtill the @ hath taken in si:rty

, and if it taketh but twedy four of 
Q , tn" O will be better,

tilled over.

parts 
"t 

g

ana rour p wiU be anirnated.



the coppelling-ptace with two bricke, (I use two bricks, because I can

lift up one of them to put the metal irto the coppel and leaving the other

brick, the coppel is not all uncovered, as it would be if it were covered

with one whole stone. ) Then having kindled the A in the furnace, cover

it as before, and blow the bellows, and the flame finding no way out, is

forced and drinen irrto the coppelling-place, where it renerberates upon

the coppel, which when you aee that it is well healed, Ii.ft up one end of

the hithermost brick, and put n fhe fi , the quantity whereof must be

proportioned according to the impurity of the matter you meErn to coppel;

if it be Stenl.ingO , ,on must take four parts & E to oue of Q; if it

be any other mixttrre of impure metal, you must take five, six, or seven

r
parts of,17, to one of the metal, according to the impurity of it. Govern

the A so, that the coppel may always work and flow, and you may have a

little space between the two bricks, through which you may look into the

coppel to see how it worketh, and if you see that it requires more flarns

than the Sinders, or Charcoaf will afford, you may put irdo the furnace

a round thick piece of wood; but you must obserne, that when the coppel-

ling-place is come to be red-hot all over; and the bricks also that cover

it, the coppel will then work wlth a very gentle A , so that then you must

blow but gently; for if then you should gure strong A, the matter in the

coppel would boyl too fast, and would spatter about.

Instead of an iron hoop, many tinres I use but an earthen porringer,

to make a coppel, filling up the Coppellingllace with any ashes round about

the coppel, and find that it doth altogether as we[ only that it serves but

- rnn-



for once. Note, that whilst you coppel or ueal the coppel, you may make

Regulue, if you have occasion, or melt ar[r other metal at the sane tirne.

This furnace doth far exceed ary ordinary r+'ind-fi:rnace; for I can at any

time make a parcel ot -ReguLt s, or melt any metal before the A would

kindle in an ordinary wind-furnace, and that with much less charge. In

ttris furnace you may dtstlll \rlth a luted rstort in a neked A,' by leaving

two little holes in the wall of il to put two small iron bars ln, to set the

retor"t upon; you may also distill in it, in san4 both in a retort and in a

cucurbite, by putting an iron pot isto the fiunace with sand, and laying

some brick with clay about the pot, to inclose that part of the pot ( or

luted retort) that stands out of the furnace, and you may give what de-

gnees of A you will, from the first and lowest, to the fourth and highest

degree.

THE END OF TIIE FIRST PA.RT.

-rnl -
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Take 5 i. of Calrr ofo , and tbree or four of your 
fl 

anlmated,

c&itte them together, wash the sald aaawith warm [ , then divtde it

into two parts, and put them into two matrasses; seal them Hermet. and

digest in an Athq,npwllh very gentle heat for fourty or fifty days, then

increase the heat for fourty or fifty days more: Then continue the di-

gestion with the third degree of heat (stronger yet) udo the end of eight

months, counting the time of the first and second degree alread5r past.

Then digest a month longer by the four degrees of A, which will make

it nine months in all.

The CaIx 
"f O is made of equal parts 

"f O and fregulusof, d mefted

together, and reduced to powder. Note, that the Reg,is not to be reckoned;

so that you must tafre $ ij. of this powder.

OBSERVATIONS.

The4 thgnot was of a digestirre firnace, with a tower for the coals, and

between both, there were two registers of heat, the one gave the heat under

the vessels, and the other aborre: The matrass stood in sand in a bason of

cqpper, which held ten or twelve matr. At the beginning the A was girren

only below, antd so gerrtle, that ttt" p never sublimed. The bason with the

matr. \Fas covered with a cover like a Dome, and after that the heat was

given also above, end that stronger than before: And it ought to be always

cortinued without interruption. After nine M. digestion" all the Q wiU Ue

transmuted into O , *d besides that, you shall have an augrnentation of

a third part of @.

Note, that you must not put above 
3 

ti. of matter irrto each matrass.



The @wtrtch he rrsed in ttris operation, wae three tines purifled by

6.
He told me since, that the greater proportion otReg.you put to the$ ,

the better your work will succeed, and you shall have the more @ , ana

the sooner.

(Ilartrnan) The said Father IL deB. was the Apothecary in the Con-

ved of the Capuchins at Lyons: Ire was an able Chyaist, and had been

for some years otrrerator with the Chancellor of France, in his Laboratory.

When I werrt from Paris to Italy, after Sir Kenelrnf s death, passing through

Lyons, I went to see him in the Connent of the Capuchins, where I had some

discounse with hi"n concerning this work; he confirmed it to me, assuring

me that he had done it, and that it was a real truth, and that is all I know

of it.

A V wrrrcu cHANGEs Q as RED As Br,ooD, wurcu

ABIDETH THE FIRE.

Make aD A. F. of equal parts of Vitriol and Nitre, which cohobate and

distiU three tirnes upon its Cqput ltlottuum.

Take of this A. F. t tri. t j. of 
I , *U J ii. of grrrphur-vive; put

all into a retort, let it stand twelve hours, then distill it, and cohobate so

ofterg till you see the 
I "" 

red as E[.ood, which will be in five or six times;

then bring it irrto a powder, which imbibe with Oyl of R2nqnVitriol, dry and

imbibe it three tirnes: Then divide this powder irto eight parts; then take

J i. d 6, rvhich ptrt to Coppel, when lt boyleth, put irrto it a Ducat of

@ , then put into it one of the eight parts. Drine it off, and you shalt harre



I t .ornne@.
Olarfuan) This process was written in the Frerrch Tongue; at the

bottom was written Probatum, the 2nd of Jrly, 1658. The process saith

it must be done on Thursday and Friday, and at the Full of the5'l .

SAI]NIERT S WORK, AS r WROUctrf IT.

Purtfie @ ttrree ti'nes Uy 6 ; then reduce it into a subtil Calx, by

calcinlng it five times with Sulphur and 
Q r: nt"n burn S.V. upon this

CaDr, and reverberate it agairS that all the exhaneous Spirits may be

driven away.

2. Sublirn $ ""'tr"t 
tinres with Vitriol and Salt, reviving it w'ith filings:F

of d*ftur every #mation"

3. Make ant A.R. S,A. out of the fixed salt, after the extraction of

salt-petre, which after some days must be dephlegmed with great catre,

and rectified, so that it hane neither phlegm nor terrestrial feces.

Dissolve ti. of your O in as small a quantity of this A.R. as you

cann keeping the nessel well sealed (and therefore it ought to be hge) in

a very geutle heat in B. M. where it must be digested (after the dissolution)

for some days: The dissolution being very clear, decant it from the white

residue.

Dissolne 
3$. 

of fusible salt in as small a quantity of the said A. R.

as you can (which is not done suddenly, brut by digestion) ild being clear,

mix these two dissohrtions together, namely, that of the @, and of the

salt, and if any thing :;tate to the bottom; keep it in digestion with a gentle

heat (the vessel close stopped) uftil all is dissolned and clear; then keep it



in the sene digestlon for fifteen days. Then wlth a very gentle heat abstract

the phlegm, until a spirtt ascend; tfren cease, and prrt ldo tfie nessel 38.

of the:! mate before mentioned (fn very subtll powder) shrrt the vessel

again imnediately, and put it in digestion as before, urrtil the *mate is

well dissohred. Then deptrlegm agaln the dissoltrtion; in doing of which you

ougtrt to attend very diligertly, lest there come over sone part of the @

.ttu g , which now easily will be raised wtth the A. R. And this you may

lctow, not only by the drops fa[ing yellow, but arso ty trying with a white

woollen cloath, wtrich the drops wilt stain yellow if the @ ascendeth. Then

seal it hermetic4ly, and digest in horse-dung: After six months we opened

the nessel, and with a gerrtle heat distilled off the liquor, and the remaining

Go1den Salt we projected r4ron restristed D , and t"" 3 i. of @ we had

se\rerL Another nessel, after twelve monttrs digestion, rendred ! x. of

O for one put in: And so to two and twenty for one.

I do not remember ail the time precise\r, but I should think, it wotrld

be better, after sufficierrt digestion in horse-dung to coagulate the ma{ter

in dry heat uutil all be compleatly fixed, and then multiply the matter by

the sarne process, as you did with O .

The fusible Salt is made thus: Dissohre salt (first well purified) in the

said A. R. distill and cohobate urrtil it is fusible.

The restriction of Qfou will find in a book published by John Saunien

which he calleth, the alrnost fixation of O, because it hath the weight a,nd

sound of O .

(Hartrnan) fnis process was wrought by Sir K. D. hi'nself, as the Title



sheweth; it was written in Latlne in his own hand, and the words are his
owlL

Abbot Boucaud tord me at paris, that he knew sir K. had wro'gtt iL

THE DANES WORK.

Calcine plats of Clana g *ittt Sulphur; then grind them to subtile
pomder, which boyl in p, fflter and evaporate, usque ad pellieurum ,
and ptrt it to crystallize in a cold place: Then pnrifie these crystals by
dissolving them in V, filtering and evaporating.

Malce also a sulphur of the said Metals, by boyling plats fith vitriol
and V in a kettle, and *n" 5t rF,h. wtll adhere to the plats.

Purifie p n""t by distilation and then by boyling it in an earthen pot
urith vitriol' ashes, and powdered glass werl mixed together, and boyred
udil you see tne 

fl 
eppear upon the surface of the matter: Then ret it

cool' and grind all well together again, and boyl it as before. Repeat this
threetines' Thentake of trris 

fl 
four parts, of the srrlph. of c!""rdg

ana oDe partl STind them well together urtil they be well incorporated;

then*m and grind again what is *med w'ith that wtrich remained in the
bottom, and:*m as before. Repeat this seven tines: Then is tne p
prepared for this work.

Disti[ an oyI s. a. out of the Vitriol of CFana 
Q, 

jofned together,

which will be l[.ood-red.

Make a ligtrt and spunry calx of O, by carcining it four or five times
with Sufphur and p . Take of this CaIx 5 j. *a of the p n""na"ea Brrr.
Make an &ad'' which grind very welr; then add of the surphur of d"oa 9



ana Uncia p, grid them well together with the eaa, then put i t  into a

matrass of such bigness, that three fourth parts may remain empty,

stop it  t ightly with paper, that some moisture from the mercury may

exhale, (which otherwise might hinder the precipitat ion of the

mercury) give f j-re by degrees, f irst in ashes, and then j_n sand, but

so gentJ-e, that the mercury may never r ise, but that i t  may be

always in a disposit ion to subrimation, which you may know by a

subtle cl-oud upon the sides of the g1ass, such as appears when one

breatheth upon a l-ooki-ng glass.

The end of the digestion is, when you see the matter

converted into a very sol id precipitate and gl i t tering, which

endureth a very strong f ire. Then take it  out (being cold) and

grind it  with four parts more of the said mercury, and the same

quantity of the said Sutphur as before,- digest as before, unti l

al- l-  be converted into a red precipitate as before, except that

it  wil l  be of a darker colour: Grind this precipitate with the

Oyl of Vitriol before-mentj-oned unti"J- it be like a pap: Then

put j-t  into a curcurbj-te, and digest for f i f teen days, then

dist i l l  i t ,  and the Phlegrm wil l  come over, and the matter

remalning dry in the bottom, you must grind again with the new

Oyl, and proceed in al l  as before. Repeat this so often, t i l l

the OyI come off as sharp as i t  was put in which is a sign of

saturation: Then digest this matter in sand unti l-  al l  is

resolved into a very red Oyl i-n appearance (which in a cold

place wi l l -  congeal  lnto a hard and br i t tLe matter.)  At  last

give a very strong f ire for three days, in which t ime the

matter wilJ- be entirely fixed, except a small- guantity, whlch

wil l  be exhaled.

Project this matter upon

far reacheth

Silver in fusj-on equal parts. Thus

-25-



m1r experience; but the Dane told me, that if this mctter were amalgarnated

agoln wlth new p n""noed, and tn Bll thtngs proceeded as before, tnklng

this matter for the foundation, instead of the @ which you took at flrst, lt

would become a medicine, which in projection would convert a great quan-

tity of O*o O . And the oftner you should do this, the more power lt

would have in projection.

Out of $ x. of thls matter, and as muchQ, I had 3**iB. of per-

fect @ .

(Harhan) Dr. Astell, an English Physician, shewed me a copy of this

process, which Sir. K.D. had gnren him, who had assured him that he him-

self had wrought it, and that it wae true: And having J x. of fixed matter,

he divided it irrto ten lnrcels, and having melted J r, of O, n" projected

the said parcels one after another upon the same; then left it in fusion for

three hours, then cast it in Ingot, wtrich having weighed, he found the

quarrtlty 
"f O abone mertioned.

OPAS MAGNUil EX VIRGINEA TERRA.

Take reddish rich Virgin earth irx T , impregnate it with O , O ,

serene and dew, till the end of May: Then imbibe sprinklingly with dew

gathered in May, and dry in O , expose atl nigtrt to the ) and Air, se-

curing it from Rain. Still when it is dry, imbibe and tnrn the earth often.

Codinue this till* mation. The hot @(especially in the Dog-days) will

make a pure salt shoot up, which mingle back into the earth, by fiuning

it aU over. Then disti[ by graduated A as A. F. forcing all the spirits

o\rer at last; you must give fourty hours A, extrerrn at last. Prrt all the



llquor and salt that cometh over, to digest and circtrlete a month 4n fino,

in a great bellon close shut. Then separate the several subEtances out of

thls chaos; first, cometh an extrearn subtil, ardert, AEthereal spirit, then

white ones with veins like S. V. then Flegm. Thus far in B. in a cucurbite,

then in a retort: Then white fumes, then red ones, and a reddish brown

salt remaineth in the bottom, and a Volatile salt wiU be *med about the

neck ofthe retort, as also to the head and sides ofthe cucurbite. Then

purifie erery substance by itseU; the fixed salt by solutions in the Flegm,

filtrations, anrd congelations, till it be perfect pure, clear, and cast no

more feces: The nolatile salt by often sublimations: The first spirit by

thrice distilfing, and the fixed wtrite and red spirit'likewise, both together.

Now joyn all the three parts, beginning with the fixed salt, whereof take

three parts, and one of the fixed spirit; digest eigtt &ys, distill in ashes'

and the liquor will come off like Flegm. Imbibe with more fixed spirit,

and repeat this tiff aU of it be coagulated with the salt. Then put one part

of this to three of the * , taking if, all, and humect them with the volatile

spirit. Digest eight days or longer, then distill in a cucurbite; a stinking

flegm will rise, and a pure salt *m upr and if any spirit distill over'

keep it, putting it to the rest of the spirit. Then add more of the fixed

salt to lt which hath not:3 med, making it one third to the l( , which hu-

mect with spirit as before, circulate and*m, and thel( wilI be increased.

Do thus till all the fixed salt be:!med. Circulate the remaining nolatile

spirit witb the lt , titt all the spirit be converted into i( , and nothing but

a stirking flegm come away. Then am this salt by itseU, tiU it leave no



feces, and be most white, trenspareut, and pw€, which will be in fonr or

five times.

Take se\ren parts of this lk, ard one of pure Oin leaf, seal it herme-

tically, and digest in B. The matter will become a green S, like 8D €rDe"-

au1d, with an Oniental esclat: (and ln a retort will pass dl over, leaving a

few gralns of brownish-gray stiptick earth, like tobacco-pipe earth) And

after a while black like ink, and cortinue so two and fourt;r days; when the

blackness beginnethto wane, put it in dry A in an Athanor.It willpass the

colours, and become a red Elici'n, and is now best for health; but it wiU

not have good ingression irrto metals, tiU it have been multiplyed four or

five times wfth new{ , taking every time after the first, only three to one;

and it will be done every ti'ne after the first in a shorter space. After every

fixation of the multiplication, and the first also, give strong A for three

days, and a black earth will separate from the red powder, lying like a

cake under it. Before you project upon inferious metals, ferment anew

with three parts 
"f Oto one of the Elixir, giving three hours of exlream

fusion, and all wiU be red powder.

You may proceed in the seme manner forQ .

Note also, that when the work of O is at the white, it will project upon

inferiour metals, to make them Ulre ), but in truth white @ , enduring

all the tryals of O.

If you digest in B. V. ten parts of Pearl in Powder, with one of the per-

fect * , it will become an Orierrtal Liquor, whereof a few drops is admira-

ble for health.



If you take four parts of such* , and grind it well wlth pure red Corel

in powder one part, and =!m, putting what riseth upon as much of fresh

Coral, repeating thts four or five tines, the* wiU be red like a Ruby,

and an admirable medicine. All the Corals rill dissolve in a Cellar.

If you grind one part of it with ten parts of green Yeniee Talc, and

put distilled dew upon it, six fingers over, and digest in Fino, all the

Talc will dissolve, and a splendid Oyl of rare effects swim upon lt.

(Hartrnan) Sir Kenelm D. said, that a person of quality beyond the

Sea (whom he named) wrought this process, and it happened at that time

that his wife was dangerously sick, and like to die; she was given over

as a dead woman by the ablest physicians: Upon that he opened the rrcs-

sel, and gave her one grain of the Elixir; whereupon she recovered, and

lived many years after it in perfect health.

This process, and Sauni"*, 
"t*o"k 

were together in a smalt bundle

of papers tied up together by itseU; upon the out-side of it were written

the foltowing words, perfumes, curiosities, my great Arcane of thls Note.

A MINIERA OF O, WROUGIIT BY A PER,SON OF QUALITY

IN CHAMPAGNE.

Take Sulphur-vive lb $ . melt it in an earthen poringer, then squeeze

into it lbj, of 
Q t 

"ti" 
it continually until tfre 

Q 
appear no more in the Sulph.

Then let it cool, and grind to powder, which digest in a matrass for two

days with a strong A. Then take it out, and grind it again; add to lt its

double weight of filings of dl mix them well togpther, and put them in a

rstort, and distill over all the 
fl 

: Mix this 
9 "** 

with new Sulphur melt-

. I{ thiA thZ FnencL Pntett wdo dlrcsv eJled a Eneat tec|*et? -HFlfl



ed as before; digest ln a matrass as before for two days, in the mean time

grind the filing of Cf (thet you distilled the 
$ 

from) and wash them wel

from all the foulness and blacloese: Then dry them and grind them again

with the Sulphur 
"ttd H 

, and disti[ them in a retort as before. Repeat

this so often, tilr the filing of dcome to be of a yelrow Golden colour,

which will happen at the severrth distillation: Then take this p ana put it

in a retort, and distill only tj. of it, and with the remaining 
3*i.

malre araaa with 
5 

j. of O, aig"st this aaa in tnAthanor for nine months,

it will pass all the due colours, and will become a Minieraas followeth.

To this J i*. of matter p,rt 
3 

iii. of 
$ n""n"red as before, and digest,

and in six weeks you shall have 
3*tj. ready to melt: And to these 

3*j.

add 3 t r. more of 
9 

, and digest, and in sir weeks you sharl have !ori.

of, Miniena, Note, that you must always use a p nr"f*ed, as was said

for the multiplication of the LlinienalFor if you should take crude and un-

prepared 
fl 

, too would have bnt an ordinary Sitate after one or two mul-

tiplications.

Note, That the filing of d is to be changed after three times, and new

to be taken, which is to serve also three times: A.fter which six timesr for

must joyn bcrth the parcels of filing, and use them both at the seventh time,

and ifthe sign given Xou (ofthe yetlow Golden colour) happen not at the se-

vedh tirne, continue and repeat your olnrationn with all your filing, until

it do appear. When your ltiniera is compleated, it wiU be a deep-red pow-

der, very shining, and at every tirne it is to become such: If you multiply

it w'ith crude 
H 

, t* will lose its lustre after twice, and not increase in fixed



metaL

The ftrst ttn'e, you m.st put rrto one glass no more than !j. or g,

and 5t ui. 
"r fl 

: Brt when the iltnierais made, you may work even to
fifty o'nces in one glass, keeping arways your due proportion.

FDTATToN oF f, wro Q, urrTH GooD pRoF,rT.

Mert lbi' of f , th.nput in !6 . of D, and sorue scories of d ,
and a little ted,tatenieS keep it in a strongAforthree or forrr hours or

more. Then the crucible being cold, break it, and take out the matter,

and put it in a new cruc. which must have a little hole in the bottom; put

this cruc. in a wind furnace, and melt the matter agair5 putting gnder the

furnace a bason with V to receive the matter as it melteth and rrrnneth

through the cruc. Take this matter and melt it again with the same quan-

tity of ), and nelf, scories of 6ft; keep it in fusion ari before. Reiterate

this operation ten or twelve times, until tn"E is \rcry hard, being im-

pregnated withD ; then put it to coppel with Jj, orO*o every tb. of

this mixhrre.

The goodness of the operation conslsteth in the fixation of the 
Q 

whicfr

is in tn" E, by the sulphur of cf : Therefore you must keep the matter a

long time in fusion, that the sulphur of d-.y act strongly upon the said

To FD( fl o" 6 , o* TrrE coMMoN H .
Take 

]j. 
of @in leaf , and 3tr. o! vo 

"t 
g : Make anaad, which

put in a retort, and digest it in horsedung for eight daye, then distill in

sand, srving strong A at last, and the@ wirr go over with the 
9 

, *u



if any of lt rematn in the bottom, aaate it with the s"ne 
I , and digest three

or four days, and then disttll as before, and all the O r"'Ut go over with the

9 
, and you shall have a p weU aninated.

Take 3tti. of this Q,aaate it with Jj. or O; etilla the add,andput

it in a matrass haU luted; digest for eleven days by graduated A, and all

will be a red powder.

Take 3 tti. of this powder, and project it upon ! l. of @ in fusionn

and all will be transmuted irilo@ .

Then take the remaining t of powder, anahaate it w'ith 
3tj. 

of the

8 animated; digest as before, and in nine days your powder will be per-+
fected ac.before. Take these 

!to. of powder, and unite it with t*i;. of

""* fl 
animated; digest without@ , and you will have a perpetu aL Miniena;

part whereof you may reduce to a body when you please, bY projecting it

upon O; "tta 
the other will serve for a ferment, which will never fail, be-

ing it seU a1l @ .

This 
Q 

animated may be fixed without O , Uy a gentle heat, being it

self a liquid O ; but to shorten the work, you may add@ .

A REALTTY UPONo.

Take 5 ti. 
"f I 

in thin plates, ."d 5 i. of small nails, put them in

a cruc. in a firnaee, and when they are very red, cast in some Sulphur upon

them at several times, that they may melt well; when they are like paste,

cast in some 6 , *a stir it with an Iron Rod to make them well incorpor-

ate: Leave it in good fusion for five or six hours, stirring it sometimes.

Then take orrt the cruc. and let it cool; then break it, and you shall find but



a little Reg.

to powder.

at the bottom, but many yellow lunps at the top, whlch beat

Then melt t U. of ffne) , and project 5 tti. of the powder;

stir it with an Iron Rod, keep it in fusion for eight or ten hours. Then put

it to Coppel, and separating p, and you shall hane fine @ .

(Hartman) This process is also confirmed with a Probatum.

FDTATTON OF THE 9 O" 6 , eS MONSTETTR DE LA

wotin wRoucHT rr AT PARrs.

Take 
H "t $ ana O ana $i. Oyl of Vitriol 5,ri. Distill to dryness;

take what is * med, and joyn it again to the feces, and put the Oyl upon it

again that distilled over; distil as before. Repeat this so often, till nothing

more *,m, distilling every time in a new retort; at the twe[th or fifteenth

distillation, all the matter will remain in a red powder.

Take Sulphr:r-vive, and ashes of .dl,ieant anaequal parts, of which make

a lixive with common V; filter and evaporate, and you shall have a Sulphurious

Salt: Take of this Salt and of the said pow der ana gr. \rj. 
I 

* 6 Jj. fifirrg"

of O Ji5. mix and grind all well together, and put them into a matr. with

a long neck; make a Aabout the middle of the neck of the matr. in an Iron

pan with a hole in the middle through which the neck of the mattr. may pass;

let this A Ue stronger than that below; continue theA for six hours: Then

cast your fixed matter into a bath of Q .

PREPARATION OF THE POWDER, WITH WHICH CLATJDIUS

DE MONIR,OUGE, AND ABBOT OBERYE AT PARIS FD(ED

ar +
g oFo'

They mebed 3tr. of Sulphur in an earthen Poringer, thenthey squeezed



intoitthroughaleather 
J 

j .  or p"rf maae sf Reguluror$, Jf , Ernd

iJb mate tthe p of 6 without addition had been better, but they had

none) and whilst the one sque ezed,tfre 
Q into the Sulphur, the other kept

stiming continually with an Iron Spatul so long urrtil tfre p did no more

appear in the said Sulphur, and that all was converted into a grayish Ci-

trine Powder (the colour is variable, according as you govern the A,

sometirnes lt will be red like Cinaber. )

To this powder they took J i. or@ in carx, 
""d 3 

j. of the salt that

is found in the pots at the glass-houses, which salt they dissolved, filtered,

and congealed: They grinded all well together, the powder, the @, and

this salt: Then they put all irrto a retort, and put upon it J rriv. of good

OyI of Vitriol well rectified; to this retort (being put in sand) they adapted

a large glass receiver, the junctrrres being well luted, and the lute dry,

they distilled by degrees of heat, at last gave strong A. rt was ten or

twelve hours before the Oyl came over. A1l being cold, they broke the

retort, and took out the matter which remained in the bottom, which they

did put irrto a new retort, pouring upon it the Liquor with the flowers of

Sulphur which were in the recipier$: Then joyning again the receiver, and

lutfurg well, and the lute being dry, they distilled as before. They reiter-

ated this operation twenfy times, grinding e\rery time the matter, arrd joyn-

ing it with the Liquor and Flowers.

At the twentieth distillation, the small quarrtity of Liquor that came over,

was almost all flegm; then they took out the matter that remained in the re-

tort, and put it isto a Viol, which they stopped very close, and kept it in a



dry place, because that so soon ae lt felt the Air, lt grew moist.

with this powder they fixed tne 
fl 

of 6 , which being mired with the

calx of O, and held in the handr g€w eo hot, that they were not able to

hold it in their hands, no more than a piece of Iron red-hot, as e\rery one

of them made experience, casting it into a bason full of y', which they

had standing by for that purpose.

They wrougtrt the said fixation in an iron banel of a gun, thus. They

put about sixty grains of the aforesaid 
fl 

onfr (because they had no more)

into the said barrel, then they gave the A , first above for two hours, and

afterwards below for one hour, keeping that above always stronger than that

below; then they heard the said 
I 

*tt to roar, and malce a noise in the

barrel; then they cast into it a little more than one grain of the fixative

powder, wrapt up in paper; and thenthey continued the A for senen or

eight hours, after which time they heard no more noise at all; then they

judged that the work was done, and let the A go out; aad the bamel being

cold, they found aborrt twerrf,y grains of good @, which endured all the trials

of o.
(Hartman) This relation is of Sir K. himself, written in the French

tongue.

A PROCESS TO FIX THE COMMON 8 gV THE SALT OF+
,
4 ; WROUGITT BY CAPTAIN ZIEGLER AT MEI{TS, AND

SENT ME BY IIIM.

Melt it in an iron pan, let it be red-hot, then cast in some sag dtir

it urtfl it be reduced to powder; sift this powder finely, and that which will



not go through the size, must be calcined ae before: Then edulcorate thie

powder with warm $, and you shall have a calx as white ae ceruse,

which put irto a matrass, and extract the salt out of it with distilted vine-

gar s. a. after three or four days digestion, decart the distilled vinegar,

and put on freeh; digest as before, shaking the nessel often: Repeat thi;s

three or four ti'nes, or so often, till the Sp. of V. hath extracted alt the

salt. Then put all your Sp. of V. together and filter it, then distill it off

in a retort, until you see the salt $ E remain in the bottom like deep-red

Oyl, srhich being cold, will be white like sugar-candy: Grind this salt, and

ptrt it into a matrass, and extract it with Sp. of V. as before. Repeat this

purification three or four times, and you shall hane a salt 
"f E well pre-

pared for this work.

AN A. F. TO BE USED IN THIS WORK.

Take salt 3 t r. Nitre lbj. mix them well together with lbij 6 . of pow-

der of bricks; put all in a retort, and distill by graduated A, forcing over

the spirit strongly at last: The distillation will be performed in sirteen or

eighteen hours.

Take p 
".n 

tt parts, fine )one part; make anad&, which put irrto a

retort, and pour upon it so much of the A. F. as may correr it a large fin-

gers breadth: Let it stand twerf5r four hours, then distill it in sand, f,rhen

it is cold, cohobate the distilled A. F. upon it again, and distill as before.

Repeat this three or four times; then break the retort, being cold, and take

out the ridArwhich gfind to a fine powder, and ptrt it in an iron pan, nnd

hold it over a coal A , stiming it continually with an iron rod, until it be



al'nost red-hot, and that it be converted lrilo a red powder, like red lltate.

Take of this red powder two parts, and of the aforesaid salt d 6one part,

reduce them to a fine powder, which put lnto a matrass, and digest it in

sand for eigbt days: Then put it to Coppel, and you shall have half your

aqa fixed into fine$ .

(Harhan) When Sir K.D. was at EnanekfafiinGenmany, where he

Iived a year and half, in the year 1659, he werrt often from Franckfort to

Ments (being four German Leagues digtance) to visit the Prince Elector

there: Then he conversed arso with this Captain ziegLen, who was a

famous ChSrmist. And when Sir K. returned to England about the time of

the Kings happy Restauration, the said Captain sent htn this process writ-

ten in the German tongue, assuring him that he had done it: He said, that

ttre $which he got, he put to separating V, and he had some Q out of it.

He said also, that he thought this sart of 6 would to 
I 

, in O ir the ad,d,

were made with O instead of D .

A WORK UPON CTNABER, WROUGHT By MONSTEUR

SAITVAGE.

Take Nitre andle t dn4rwhich dissolve in rain ! ; filter and erraporate

to drlmess: Then grind this double salt to subtil powder; take a large Cru-

cib1e, in the bqttom whereof put a bed of Quick-lime in powder, upon that

put a bed of this sa1t, cover it with another bed of Quick-Iime the same

qua'ntity as before, taking two parts of Quick-lime to one of salt. Cover the

cruc. with another, withorrt luting them; put this in a bakers o\ren after the

bread ia drawn, let it stand as long as there is any heat in the oven; when



the oven heth been heated agah, and the bread drawn, set it in agatn; do

this three thes: Then keep tt in a strong A for six hours, and being co14

take lt out, and put tt into V , and let it boyl in an earthen pot elght or ten

walm.s. Then filter it hot, and enaporate to a dry salt, which put in a strong

bottle, and keep it close stopped in a dry place: Then take two parts of this

salt, and of salt of fi on part, mix and dissolve them in distilled vinegar.

Then take Cinaber, pulverize it, and make a paste thereof with the yolk

of an egg; of this paste make little cakes in the shape of the heads of horse-

shoe-nails; make them pretty thick, and put them in an earthen pot, pouring

upon them of the aforesaid dissolution, so much as may cover them the

breadth of three or four fingers; boyl this together until it come to be like

Honey: Put more disti[ed vinegar upon the cakes, and boyl it as before.

Continue this for three days; then wash the cakes in fair p , and you wil.l

find them something metallized. Filter the [ , and enaporate to a salt,

which will serrre again for the same use, adding sa[t of 6' .

Take of the fixed salt without salt 
"f E, and of good Yentee Ceruse

ana equel parts, grind and mix them well together; then put a bed thereof

abotrt the thickness of a Crown, irrto an iron box, then put a bed of plates

of )r+on that, and then the powder again upon theQ , the same quantrtSr

as before; upon that put a bed of your lumps of cinaber, then powder, then

plates of O , then the powder again; and thus cortinue stratifying uutil your

box be full, the powder being the first and last: Then put on the correr of

the box, which you must fasten, and secure it well with iron hooks. Then

you must have another box of iron, made big enough to contain the first'



and that there be the space of a flngers breadth between, at the bsttom,

on the sideg, and at the top; the boxes must be square, and you must have

two lron hoops made in the shape of a Crown with crankles; put one of them

irrto the bigger box, turning the teeth or crankles downwsds, upon which

set the lesser bor; put some pieces of iron on the sides, to keep the lesser

box at an equal distance from the sides of the bigger: Then put on the other

hoop qpon the lesser box, keep it down with some hear4r thing whilst you

pour in some melted E i"rt"the bigger box, so much as may cover the les-

ser box a fingers breadth. Then put on the cover of the bigger box, and

fasten it with iron hoops and wedges to keep it close: Then the box being

yet hot, put it into an Athanotwhere the A is kin6ns6, let the registers

be shut, so that there be btrt a very moderate hea! such as where you

may endure Jrour hand; corrtinue the first degree for three days, so that

all that while tn" E, may be but melted, then increase the heat for three

days more; and so increasing the heat every thbd day, continue in all three

weeks; the last three days the A must be very nehement. Then let all cool"

and take out your lurnFs, and reverberate them with very gerrge heat for

twelve hours, and they will be of a whitish-gray colour. Then melt 6

in a cruc. and cast these ltrmps into it, digest this matter together for

three dalrs, then pnt it to coppel. Note, that if you cast this mass into

merted), and digest it three days before you copper it, you shall haye

more profit than if you test it without digesting it.

Note also, that if you will corrtinue your work, you need not use any

more plates of 
O, 

but only the cakes as they are, and before they are



reverberated, uslng them lnstead oftheQ , being pulverlzed, and they

wtll be the more fixed, and the proftt will prove very considerable.

You must have of Qand cinaber oro 
$vj. and of the double salt and

Ceruse aza 
5 tn.

TINCTURE OF MARS.

Dissolve filings or drn A. F', made of vitriol, Nitre, Alrom, and

ciraber; then pour upon this dissohfion distilled vinegar, double the

weigtrt of the A. F. shake it well together, and digest in B. for three days,

then decant the clear, and filter it; evaporate it geuily: Then grind it with

two parts or p * mate, sublime the p r"o* it four times; then dissolve

it again in distiued vinegar, and erraporate it gently; then dissolye it in

distilled Rain V, and congeal it gently: Repeat this rast soltrtion till it

is not comosive upon the tongue; then in

diseolve 
3j. of fftis grrrphur of Cit, and

Siv. of Reetified Spirit of Vitriol

Ji;. or Sutphur of O made the

same w&y' except the first solution of the @ , which must be an A. R. made

of salt, Nitre, and Vitriol; rni- these two last solutions together, and digest

in Fina, then coagulate it gerrtly, dissolve agaih in spirit of Vitriol, and

coagulate: Repeat this seven times, and if any feces remain at last, Leave

them otil. Try this medicine upon a hot plate of O, if it penetrate and

"f O , and cast upon it by little and little 
J 

j. of this medicine, and when

all is errtred and incorporated with the @, cast it in rngot, and you shalr

have a matter as brittle as glass, and transparent like a dark Granade

tinge it througtrly without smoaking

smoa\ you must dissohre it again,

it is a sign of its perfection; but if it

and gently coagulate. Then melt Ji.

-4n-



stone, and fusibl" 
^t $. Then melt fine@ and flne A ono,and project

of thle medlcine upon lt, and you shall hane pure O .

TO FD( A QUARTER PART OF oTNTOO .

Take filirngs of O Ji. iit""ateit with Jtt. of 
H , put this aaa

in a retort, and distill off the p ; tafre tfreQ and re dddnateit with the

distilled p ; aistur as before. Repeat this three or four times, and the

) *ill' be a powder impalpable. Take lF ana cinaber 
""" !i() . g

=t mate 38 . grind and mix them wefl together with ttre ): Then

* me it with gentle heat, mix what is & med with that which remaineth

in the bottom, and sublime as before. Then take both feces and *nate

and mix it with Sulphur of 
I 

and croeus Marti,, and of a regulus made

of 6 ,  d, and 
Q 

,,""" $(9 .  gr indal l together withat i t t lel f  .

Then sublt'ne it four times with gentle heat, adding every time a littlelF ,

because it openeth the body of dand g , and uniteth them with the 
).

Then gind all well together, and digest it in the following V. Take Nitre,

Vitriol, ana Lbj. $ , S.rfphur, Verdigrease, and Auripigment ana 5t r.

Make an A. F. of this, s.8. On take conunon A. F. lbj. distill and cohobate

it three or four tim.es upon the said materials, givi.ng strong A at 1ast:

Then put your powder irrto a retort, and pour upon it so much of the A. F,

as may cover it the breadth of three fingers, di$i[ it off with a gertle

A , then cohobate and distill three or four times: Then put fair V into

the retort, and digest for five or six days in sand; then evaporate to dr5mess:

Then take out this uratter and pulverize it, and weigh it. Then melt as

much E ,t you have powder, and cast your powder upon it by parcels,



melt tt with a strong A, th.o let it stand in the A until the A go orrt of it

seU; then take it out, and you will find e Regulue in the cruc. which Coppel,

and then prrt the) to separating V, end you shall have a fourth part of

fine @ .

A WORK WrrH BUTTER OF 6 .

The work. which Monsieur Pendueeinsf Lyone co'nmunicated to p, A

Dieailon|. is to make a bntter 
"f 

6 with 6 mineral, ana p =a-mater

ana lbi. Of this take 
3ti. 

and digest it in a matrass sealed hermetically

in an Athanorrand it vdlt putrifie, growing as brack as pitch; then pass the

colours: That done, take one part of reaf Q , and three of this powder;

8'tPind them well together, and digest as before, it will become black as

at first, and pass all the colours.

may divide into several parcels,

This proportion of @for ferment, you

for several times, so each revolution will

be shorter, vrhen the whole dose of O hath fermerrted the first stone: This

product serveth for fermerrt to multiply in quarrtity and qualitSr. The p.

wrought the first part, and had perfect putrefaction.

AN EXCELLENT FUSIBLE SALT.

p,Benin de Beauna maketh his fusible salt thus: Decrepitate and rever-

berate salt, then dissolne it in fair 5Z , filter and congeal Repeat all this

work four or five times: Being perfectly pure, dissolve it in spirit of vine-

gar, filter and congeal; repeat this with distilled vinegar once again: Then

it is perfectly fundant.

ANOTHER, FUSIBLE SALT.

Dissolve salt in rain S , filter and congeal; when the 5/ is arrnogt €vo-



porated, and that the salt falls to the bottom, talce tt otrt wlth a wooden

spoon by little and ltttle, urtil the y ls exhaled: Grind thte salt (being

very dry) and reverberate it ln an earthen vessel close luted; let the ves-

sel be red in the A , but the salt must not melt; so soon es you see the

vessel red, let it stand until the A is gone out: Then grind it and re-

verberate it as before; dissolve and congeal as before. Repeat this until

it is perfectly fundarrt. Note, that you must not decrepitate your salt.

AN OPERATTON WrrH A MARTTAL REGULUS OF d ,

WROUGHT BY MONSIEUR TOYSONMER.

He made a yellow martial Regulus thus: Ignifie 3t t. of Nails in a

crucible, then prrt upon it 
5ttj. 

of good $ , and glve strong A it a

wind furnace, to make all melt well, which to promote, cast in some salt-

petre, then cast it ln an 6 ffott, and separate the feces from the .

Ignifie 5 tj. of Nails more, and cast thereon the feces (this work must

be done preserrtly after the first) adding salt-petre to make all melt well

and clear: Then cast it in a Horn, and separate the scories from it, and

wash it clean; it vrill be first white, but after a day or two will be yellow

within as well as without.

Take of this Reg .arrd of D t dnd 
3 $ , melt them well together (he

poured a littte p in them when they were near ready to congeal, and stirred
?

with an iron rod, but the mass took in little above 5 i. of 
fl 

. I Beat it to

powder, add to it eiglrt or ten par.ts of 
9 

, and grind exceedingly till they

incorporate, (which required about twelve compleat hours, often heating

the matter and instrr.rnents) Then squeeze away'so much p , tn"t there



remab only slr parts; digest it three days in sand by degrees, at last,

nery hot. Put the remalning Cak to Coppef dth four char gee of f, ,

adding a little fresh O ,o make it work better. Put the mass, au depcnt,

and you shall have twenty six g, of good @ .

(Harfuan) The said Monsieur Toysonnier was Sir Kenelmt s operator;

he was a French-tD,4n, and a very able Chymist, Slr K. bnought him over

with him from Parie, 1660. (poun Lunau Pep Bqestrom- EUN)

BUTTER OF 6 TO EXTRACT THE TTNCTURE OF o.

Digest butter of 6 six weeks or two months, and then put it upon a

well opened Cdx of O, and digest it, and the B. will extract the tincture

of O , wNch digest, etc,

TO FD( )nvrO o ; crvnN ME By AN TNTTMATE

FRIEND, WHO TOLD ME THAT HE \ryROUGHT IT AS

FOLLOWETH, TAKING HIS HINTS OUT OF LULLYI S

EXPERIMENTS.

He made a ltrencurial. g, as he teacheth, by his vessel with three

bouls in three furnaces ( which Hereutiqz V wiU rettun again into run-

ning 
Q "ft"t 

a little digestion) and to this he put some pure white salt of

Tartar, and some p =f r"te, that had been :U:r ated by it seU with three

or four months digestion, and some Cab( of O exceedingty well opened,

and very subtil: This he digested a good while, and drew off the V , and

cohobated several tirneer after which he did put some tincture of f unto

it, and digested and cohobated anew; and in the end he found almost all the

) "onner4ed 
irrtoQ , that endrrreth all tryals, but it was a little pale.



In Lully you may find direstions to make all the thrngs that were used in

this work The selt of Tartar, was but the fked, reduced to its trighest

purrty; btrt it should have been Volatillsed, and made to pass over with the

Mercurial V , to acuate and animate it. He believeth the great work is to

be made wlth a Mercurial V, animated with a volatile salt of Tartar, to

serve for a Menstruum or Alcahest to dissoh/e O *d O. Weigh well

what Lully saith of these things.

I\{ALLUS HIS PROCESS TO FIx ) : wnOUGIII BY MoN-

SIEUR FERRIER, AND GTVEN ME BY IilM, 1660.

Take an A. F. made of equal parts of Vitriol and Nitre, pour of it upon

Sulphur and * , dna (four parts of A. F. to one of powder) distill it off to

drSmess, and make sublirne what wifl. Melt Sttr. of O, cast upon it

3$. of subli,ned salt when the )is in good fusion: After it is entred

cast in Ingot, melt again, and project a new packet of salt, doing all as

before: Do this four times, so spending Jij. of salt upon 3ru. of O.

Then prrt it an depant.

TO FD( o "" 
A MERCITRTAL WATER.

Make Mercurial rrater by means of an earth retort that hath a pipe or

spotrt behind in the upper part, through which you cast in the $ when the
f

retort is red-hot. Take of this V (well rectified) ten parts, and one of a

well rectified Oyl of Vltriol; distill them together, till they be perfectly

united: Then take of this Menstruum ten parts, and one of a well calcined

O ; dig.gt them together in a matrass (sealed hermetically) until the @

is well dissolved: Then take it out, and put the matter irrto a low cucurbite,



and disttU urtll the dropa coure Acid. Then let it cool, and put the rnatter

into e mailra^ss, seal it hermetlcally, and digest ln an Athanor, urtir it

be perfectly fLred into a red powder.

MONSIEUR BERTAIILT' S TINCTURE OF o By VENUS.

Take gurFbur and boraxrdna, mert them together three times, grinding

the matter enery time; then melt Q and g , and cast upon them of the

said composition, urrtil the 
Q 

be reduced toaee uetunlllsn cast in Ingot,

and beat it with a ha'nzner, to cause the eet uatunls scale off from the @ .

Then melt this O again, and projest as before. Repeat this three times,

and you shall have a @ as red as blood, a^nd this tincture will hold the

test.

Note, that when you beat yonr Q, ir you see that the aes ustumdo not

all seale off from the @ r fou must melt it again, and project more of

your composition until it come all off in scales, and be all separated from

the@ , which it ought to do at every time.

To FD( )rxro @.

Distill from g'*mate a spirit, wherein dissolve an daaof O *d

$ ioto a white powder, which digest in ashes until it be as red as cinaber.
f

Then dissolve it in A. R. into a red water, which reduce again to powder,

which project upon) .

ANOTHER TTNCTURE OF o .

Dissolve 3i. of Qin A. R. and $tti. oe )in A. F. precipitate them,

and then unite them together, and distill their spiritual essence, which by

degrees of heat fix irrto a blood-red powder, which tingeth ) ittto 61 .



AN opERATroN wrrrr O auo fl or 6 : TVRouGrrr By

MONSIEIJR CHAMBULAN, AIID GTVEN ME BY HIM.

Take lbiij. of good salt of Tartar, calcine it, so that it be glowing hot

for twenty four hours, in a pot close luted; then dissolve it in flegm of

brandy, filter, and evaporate; calcine it again as before, dissolve and

congeal as before. Repeat dl this work four or five tirnes, or until it

leave no more feces in the filter: Then calcine this salt again for six

hours, and then pulverize it whilst it is yet hot, and put it in a large cu-

curbite, and pour upon it by little and little of good Nqnte brandy, so much

as may cover it the breadth of four fingers, cover it with a blind head, or

with another cucurbite, that may enter irilo it, lute well the junctures, and

digest in warm sand for six days; then pr$ on a head with a Limbeck and a

recipient, and distill over with a gerrtle heat all the S. V. then let it cool,

and pour on fresh brandy, digest, and distill as before. Repeat this op-

eration five or six tirnes, or so often tiIl your salt of Tartar remain in

the bottom like a red and transparerrt Oyl, which will be very fiery and

penetrating, reducing all metals into rwrning q , being first duly pre-

pared; keep this Oyl close stopped.

Then take lbviij. of the ashes of burned vines, whereof make a strong

Ltcittiun with lbpr. of fair V, then in lbxij. of this Lirtttiun; dissolve

lbj. of sdt of Tartar, filter this dissolution, and digest it in sand with a

strong A for some time; then cast into it lbj. of ReguLueof 6 , that hath

been melted and purified six or seven tirnes with Tartar and Salt-petre,

and then reduced to a subtil powder: Make it boyl for six hours, until the



Litioiun be very red and stinking; then let it settle and cool, and decant

the clear, and wash the powder with fair p , then dry it, and grind it upon

a stone, inbibing it with the red Oyl of Tartar beforementioned, until it

be like a Pap, then dry it, and imbibe it again, and grind as before. Re-

peat this so often till the powder hath taken in double its weight of the said

Oyl of Tartar: Then put this matter in a body with a bfind head, lute well

all the junctures, and digest in Finof.or twent;r days; then take it out, and

you will find your powder converted into rururing 
Q, 

which wash well with

hot ! , then with salt and vinegar, and then with fair [ , then squeeze it

through Chantbeleather. Then take J *. of this 
9 "t 

6 , and 
Jx. of

common 
fl 

tn.t hath been distilted over in a retort with Tartar and Quick-

lime, and then washed with salt and vinegar; mix these twoMepcuri,esto-

gether and squeeze them through a leather, then put them in a cucurbite,

lute another cucurbite upon it, and digestin Fino for fifteen days, then

put a head to it with a Li'nbeck, and distill in ashes, and all the cornrnon

H 
** distill over drop by drop: a S, and tne p of 6 will remain in

the bottom like a clear O;r1, and will be of a fragrant scent: Rectifie the

V in ashes, and the Oyl with a stronge" A in sand, and keep them by

themselves. Then mert $ti. "f O, and 
Ji. 

or ), tttuo cast in Ingot,

and beat it into leaf, or reduce it into fine filings, and make an izaa with

q , distill rhis aAa in a retort until all the 
I 

t" distilled over; then put

this aad in a matrass, and pour upon it 
J 

x. of lhe MereuriaZWater be-

fore merrtioned: Digest it, and in a few hours all will be dissolved. Put

this dissolution in a retort, lute a recipient to it, and having luted well



the junctures, distill ln sand, and all wlll digttll over except a few black

feces; dephlegm lt with a gentle heat ln B. M. distilling ut*il nothing more

come over. Take of that which remaineth in the bottom of the cucurbite

3 
to. put it in a strong matraee, and put to it 3*j. 

of your OyI .f 
H

of 6 ; seal it well, and digest it with a Lamp A in ashes, and in fourty

days aII will be fixed into a red stone; then take out the matrass, and put

it to a strong A in sand to Subtime it for twenty four hours, and all will

melt like an O5rl, which will congeal in a cold place into a red stone.

FERMENTATION.

Tat<e 3tn. of this red stone, pulverize it, and stratifie it witn t j.

"f O in leaf between two crucibles well luted; put this to a Circulary

by degrees for six hours, then cover it with coa1s, so that it may melt

and unite well together: Project Si. of this powder upon tx. of boy-

Iittg 
H 

(well purified) and all will be converted irto a medicine, which

will project upon great quarrtrty 
"t 9 , transmuting it into fine @ .

ELDCTR OF d , o, O* H .

Take god mineral $ , *ottifie it with redicated vinegar; then se-

parate its Quintessence with pure S. V. With that Quintessence dissolve

H 
O"rlieatun 

"f 6 , that both become an Oyl, which unite with a subtil

Calx of O , and bring them to an incombustible O5r1, which will transmute

9 *"o '
ELrxrREx o+o.

Dissolve @ (weff purified by 6 ) in A.R. then reduce it irrto a blood;

red Oyl with radicated vinegar, and Tartarised S. V. Then with this Oyl



imbtbe a nafi:ral Sulphtrr of 
O, 

and flx them by graduated A . This b

a high Projection upon ) .

ELIXIR ALBUM.

Sublime 
t! 

ttrree times from Vitriol and Salt-petre, then in hot sand

fix it so, that in strong heat it may not rise, which may be performed in

three weeks tirne: Then Calcine it in a close Reverberatory A, and it

will be ready for soltrtlon, Then take the water which distilled over in

sqflirninS the 
Q 

, and disso ve in it a little* , and 
9*mate; 

with

this soltrtion mix Calcined Vitriol to the thickness of Honey, digest in

Fimo one and twer$y days: Then distiU by degrees a little at a tisre (for

it yieldeth a very fiery Spirit) let the recipient be large. When all is come

over that will, rectifie it; then in this spirit dissolve the afore-said fixed

E 
, so is lhe Menstruumprepared.

Then take a white Calx of T r pour upon it so much of this Menetruum

as will cover it, let it stand eight days as beforei Repeat this till the Calx

will take in no more of the said Menetruu4,then let it stand till it becomes

first black, and then white, Subliming it seU above the Caput Mottuum ,

from which carefully separate the white, and that is SuLphur Natupae

Jotsis, which pnt into a little matrass and fix it, (which may also be done

by frequerrt:Lmation) make also Sulphun Natunae in the same manner,

and with the same Menstnuum, which dissolve into OyL in B. with which im-

bibe the said.9zLphun naturae. ,Ioo.urttiL it be fusible, and then it will trans-

mute 16 i"t"O .



ELIXIR RUBRUM.

Take Vitrtol of 
$ 

weU purified by solutions and coagulations, unite

it with liquor of 
9 

*mate and ft, then distiU a pfrom it in ashes;

then having stood (cold) twenty four hours, distill more $from it. Re-

peat this until the remaining matter be well broken; then joyn all the dis-

tilled waters to it agair5 and digestitin Ptmo for fourty days: Then dis-

till its spirits, with which imbibe the remaining earth; dry it with a gentle

heat, then imbibe again, and dry as before: Repeat this till the earth hath

imbibed alr its V . Then distill it, and you shaU have a Philosonhical 
Q ,

and what Sublimeth is the Sulphur, which keep apart. Repeat the imbibi-

tion and distillation, till no more Sulphur will ascend; with this Sulphur

irnbibe half its weight of the 
9 

, n* them irrto a matrass, which seal her-

metically, and fix them together; and this work must be repeated four times,

every time with the sanre proportion of the said Philosophical 
9 

. Then

fix this matter in a vessel sealed hermeticalty by degrees of A , and all

the colours will appear one after another, until it become white, and lastly,

to an incombustible red.

Take one part of this red powder, cast it upon ten parts of sublimed

8 , set it to putrifie for thirty days, and it will become O3r1, which being
+

Projected upon boyling p, will transmute it irrto pure O .

The said red powder being infused in wine over night, and drank in the

morning, crrreth most diseases in mant s body.

THE BEST wAY TO EXTRACT THE I o" 0 .

Sublime flowers of 6 after Glaubenrswalr in great quantity, in cast-



a
ing the Q in powder upon kindled coals ln a furnace with many pots one

upon another, wherein the flowers settle. The flowers which are in the

last or htghest pots must be received into rururing 
Q 

, by distilling them

in a retort with two parts of soot, and one of black soap. Those in the

middle, by black soap and salt of Tartar: Those that are in the lower-

most pots, by soap ody, with a little salt of Tartar, not much, Ieft it

should reduce the flowers into Regulue.

The furnace must be round, and well made every where, then set a

co\rer upon it like a fururel, and the pots upon that; then fill the furnace

with coals, and let them be well kindled before you cast in the fi , tn"t

the flowers may be pure and white; then cast in the $ through a hole,

which must be on the side of the cover: And thus you shall Subtime lbj.

of flowers in an hour. ( see Figure One )

The proeess teacheth to set fifteen or sixteen pots one upon another;

but I think five or six may do as well.

ro E)crBAcr 9 or Do* 6 .

Dissolve filings of A in A. F. one part, and fair p two parts, preci-

pitate the Calx with salt of Tartar, then add crude Tartar to this Calx,

and boyl them together a long tirne; at last, revive it with hot [ , and

you shall have a fluid and runni"g 
E 

, In the sorne manner you may pro-

ceed with O.

TO MAKE A MTNERA OF 
9 

Or ANTTMOT\IY, AD

INFINITUM.

Take of the $ revived from the flowers above-mentioned
+

iij. Sub-
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rllae tt rtth salt aad Vttrtol ssseprring to Art: Then take of thls 
H 

sub-

lLmate and 6 in ftne powder, equal parts, mir them well together, and

disttll a butter thereof, gllng gedle fir e for fonr hours, then disti1 rith

a verJr strong fire, aud the p *iU distiU in great quautity. Note, that whetr

the butter is come over, before you increase the fire to drive over tne p

you must change the recipeut, putting on another full of water irnpreguated

with * . Then take the cinneber and mix it with black soap and a little

salt of tartar; then distiU, and shortly you will hane near the whole quanr-

tity in running 
9 

. That which remaineth in the bottom is the true

sulphur of 
0 , of which make a LiciuiuT with p , and precipitate

16s grrrFhur.

ANOTHER WAY TO E)CTRACT THE H Ot

ANTIMOIVY BY AN A. R. GryEN ME BY
MONSIEUR CAIITON

Take Saltpetre of the first boyling withotrt refining it any more, and

Vitriol .od * , whereof make A. R. after the Duteh way of making A. F.

wbere they put an hundred pound of mafter iuto a large iron pot with a

large stone receiver or a stone pitcher: The junctures all well luted with a

lrrte made of sand, qulck-lime and water: They gave A Uy degrees, at last

very strong; the disti[ation willl be performed in twelve hours. Then let all

cool, andtake out the A.R. Note, that in distillingthis 4.F., if your re-

cipient be not very large, it will be needful to keep wet cloaths doubled up-

ou the rec. to abate and condense the violence of the spirits.

Then take 6 mineral in fine powder, which put ido .large Jar-glasses,

such as they keep thin sweet-meats in, which are as large at the top as at
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the bottom: You must have many of theee glassee, but put not too much

irrto one glass, pour a good quanttty of the A. R. above-mentioned upon

this $ ; stir and shake them well together by hrrning the glass in your

hands (several tines a day) for ten, twelve, or fifteen days, keeping the

glasses slightly covered with a wooden cover: And if you put these v€s-

sels to digest in some gentle heat, it will be the better.

Note, that the secret consisteth in well opening the body of the 6 uv

the A.R. And therefore when the time of the digestion is ended, and that

you see the $ is dissolved, or reduced into a white CaIx at the borttom,

stir it welrtogether, that the A.R. which is at the top, may become as

white as Milk. Then pour off this white liquor (which containeth in it the

Atomes of the fi , which are very light, and are easily raised in the A. R.

and are well opened) and let it settle, until all the white Atomes are set-

tred to the bottom, and that the A. R. be clear at the top, which decant

and put it back upon the $ , where you porred it off, which was not dis-

solved; stir it and digest it as before, then decaut the white liquor as be-

fore. Repeat this urrtil you have reduced all the I ittt" Atomes or white

liquor: Then put all your white riquors and dGsorved $ together with

the A.R. into a retort, and distill first all the A.R. with a gBntle heat,

until you see trre $ almost dry, but not hard nor quite dry. Then change

the receiver, putting on another large ballon of glass with four or five

quarts of V irnpregnated with lbj. of lQ : DistiU by graduated A for

cight hours, then put some coals about the retort upon the sand; give at

Iast very vehement A above and below, for four hours more, at last, as



vehement as possibly may be, and you shall see the rec. filled with white

fumee, whiCh rill revive into irrnnfnc l{ i', +ha qTslsp in the recipientr .,.dY - ' - -
part of these white fumes will become a thicker substance, like melt.d 6 ,

and part Like Mereuniue titebut of what consistence soever they are, you

may easily revive them all into runninS 
t! 

, by washing them in warm water.

ffre 
Q "f 

E is made in the sarle manner, but in greater quantitn taking

oar of ,jf i*t""a or $ Minerat.

To ExTRAcT THE 9 or 6, o* oF 6. wRoUGHT

SEVERAL TIMES BY MONSIEUR VAN OUTRE, PIIY-

SICIAN OF BRUSSELS.

Take Anti.mongMineral, (or a Calx 
"f tr, ) in subtil powder, imbibe it

with spirit of salt until it be like Pap: Digest it seven or eight days, or

longer; then distiu to drSrness: Then change the recipient, putting on

another filred with V, impregnated with .*. Distiu it gradually s.a.

and you shall have runninS 
S 

.

(Sir Kenelm) This extraction is upon the same foundation as that which

Monsieur corton gave me, with an A.R. whicb he hath done often.

BUTTER OF 6 WITHOUT SUBLIIVIATE, TO EXTRACT

goF6.
Take 6orr" put, sart decrepitated two parts, and vitriol calcined to

whiteness four parts; reduce all into a fine powder, mix them well toge-

ther, and cast them by little and little into a retort red-hot through a

spout in the upper part of the retort, as Glaubenteacheth; or distilt it

in a glass retort luted, in a naked A, and you shall have a butter like



unto that which ls made of sublirnate.

Note, that you may rectifie this butter for other operations with soot

and coaldust.

To EXTRACT THE 
H O" 6 mrn THrs BUTTER,

PROCEED THUS.

Precipitate this butter with warm p, then dry the powder, and mix

it with one part of black soapr and two parts of soot; distill in a retort

into a recipient full of ! impregnated with l( , and you shall have 4 run-

"it S 
H 

, which is the Spenmaof g of 6 .

ANOTHER WAY.

Take the precipitated powder of the afore-said butter of 6 , and dry

it gently, then mix it with 5 tr. of rartar, and 
J*tj. of euick-lime,

"nd 5 ij. of { ; distill this in a retott s. a.

Note, that the calx of O, and that of tr rrr^, be precipitated with but-

ter of $ , and then a running 
H 

*"" be distilled from them.

To E)crRAcr A 9 our oF o.
Dissolve ) i" A. R. and then precipitate it with spirit of urine, or

with a dissolution of { dissotved in distilled vinegar, and it will attract

what there is of p 
- 

tne Q , and the remaining Calx of Qis the rururing

9 
, which is transmuted into O UV the sa L Enirae.

ANOTHER wAY TO E)$RACT THE p Or 6 .

Take lbj. of 6 t subtil powder, boyl it in a Lisitsiummade of euick-

lime and Pot-ashes, let it boyl for two hours, then let it settle, and decant

the clear; then put more Lisioium upon the $ , boyl it as before. Repeat



thls so often till there be no more gulphur in the $ , wnich you may know

by pouring distilled vinegar irto the decanted Licitiur4 when there pre-

cipitates no more Sulphur, or when it changes no more. Then edulcorate

well the residue of the fi , and dry it, then g:.ind it with 
5 rrr. of salt

of rartar, and as much of {f , and 3ttj. of vitriol; put this to eub-

lime with a geutle A at first, and at last very strong A for seven or eigtrt

hours, and all will be sublimed.

Make this sublimate, and mix it with equal weight of Quick-line, dis-

till it in a retort into a recipient almost full of V impregnated with lK ,

and you shau have a running 
9 

of 6 . In the same manner you may ex-

tract tfre p of E, taking Calx ot E instead of 6 ,

MERCURY OF ALL METALS.

Take salt of Tartar, and powder of Pebble-stones,* mix them well to-

gether, and cast them upon burning coals, and there will ascend a spirit,

which must be received, whieh hath a vertue to convert the Calx of Metals

into rururing 
9.

* GtLeaI

A GREAT SECRET, gOF 6, AND OTHER METALS,

AD INFINITUM.

Take 
S "t 6 , sublime it with salt and Vitriol in the ordinary manner,

without calcining the materials. Take of this 
fl 

* mate, and 6 in powder,

4nd,3 distill a butter thereof: Then take the cinaber, and grind it with that

which resteth in the bottom of the retort, and distill 
" 

g thereof, which

will serve for the like work. Let the butter resolve in the air into a

liquor upon a marble stone, or upon glass in a moist place, then pour of



this liquor upon 6 i" a cucurbite; digest ln sand for two days, then dtstill

it' and there wlll come over a red Oyl with the flegm, which is the Sul-

phur, or 
Hot 6 , or a natural Oyl of 6 : For if you leave this nenq=

tnuum with the Oyl in the open air for two or three hours, the Oyl will

precipitate to the bottom in a red powder, which will burn like common

Sulphur. Mix this red powder with two parts of soot, and one of soap,

put it in a retort, and distill it, and it will revive irrto rururine 
P, 

which

will distill into the rec. which must be almost full of p impregnated with

*.

In the same manner you may also extract p out of other metals, mix-

ing this Oyl with their CaIx, soot and soap. The said menltpuun wiLL

serve again, putting it upon new 6, extracting ne\r Sulphur from the

same, or red Oyl, which precipitateth irrto Strlphur, as lilas said, or into

running 
H 

Ot revivification. And in this manner you may make a perpetual

Minera of 
H "f 

5 , and of other Metals, ad infinftum.

Note, that other Metals must be in very subtil Calx well opened, that

the said menetruum raay act the better upon them.

Note, that if the salt of the earth be well extracted, and reduced to a

SqL Enioe, wondedul operations may be done with it; and if you take of

this 9a Lt Enioeand of Vitriol, and make a sublirnate thereof with 
H 

ot

6 , and then a butter of this p *.".te and S uio""al, and jolm this

butter with one part of the Lunary Butter, made as was taught, and with

that make a dissolution 
"f O, you wil l  have amAunum PotabiLe,and an

universal Medicine; and without doubt a powder of projection upon baser



metals. This matter is an admirabls Chalybe ot Magnetof the spirit of

the wonl4 being exposed to the open air for some time, and then put in

a vessel, and sealed hermetically, and digested for fourty days (or fifty)

you will see such effects, as will promise a happy success, and yet better,

if you add the Sulphur of Odrawn withReguZze of fi i But this requires

the conduct of an able operator.

TO PREPARE THE COMMON g, SO THAT rT WILL

HAVE ALL THE QUALITIES AND PROPERTIES OF
! r  +
o oF o , AND WrLL BE AS POWERFUL TO VOLA-
?

TrLrzE o.
Amalgamate lbij. 

"t 
qwithlbj. of tr, thus: Mettthe S ina cruci-

ble, then take it off from the A, and being near ready to congeal, pour
ar

the p upon it, and stir them well together with a stick, then cast it into

fair V . Then with these lbiij. of, aah grind lbiij. of filings of Cy', and

lbiij. 
"f 

6 , and all being well mixt, put it in a retort, and distill over

all the 
I 

*" a recipient full of V.

ANOTHER EXCELLENT PREPARATION AND AM-

MATToN O" q .

Take of Mantial, Regulzsof 6 Jiii. "tta O 5i. mert them together,

and make a ReguZrg, which pulverize, and then grind it with 
"o--ot Q 

,

then distill it seven times, and you shall have . 
Q 

.r".f pure, and fit for

any operation.

ANOTHER WAY.

Amalgamate 1b$. of g with lbi. of )F in a crucible, and being cold,



grind w'ith it lb 6. of filings of d. Then distill over tn" p with a strong

A.

ANOTHER.

Grind 
Q 

*ittr S , qni"k-lime, and Tartar, then distill it.

ANOTHER.

Take ) ot. partl Regalue of 6 t*o parts, melt them together; then

reduce it into very fine powder, which grind anddaate w'ith 
Q , tnen ais-

till seven tirnes.

ANOTHER.

Joyn p wittr Sulphur in the form of a cinaber, then add salt of Tartar

and soap, to the consistence of a paste, whereof make little balls, which

distill in a retort.

ABOUT A PARTICULAR SPIRIT OF NITRE.

It is not a common spirit of Nitre, but it is a spirit, which by many

cohobations and distillations rendreth its own body volatile in the form of

snow, which melts with the least heat, and is congealed by cold; and that

is that Acetum acenttmuia, which dissolveth all metals, and reduceth them

to their first matter, and perfect metals being dissolved therein, will be

coagulated, and perfectly fixed, which will change other imperfect ones

irrto perfect by projection.

Take ) and 
Q 

, e. v. dd,&te them together, then mix this &diz with half

its weight 
"t U 

=Emate, then put it in a retort, and pour upon it of our

acid spirit, and the matter being well dissolved therei+ distill and coho-

bate upon the remaining body so often, till all the matter be converted into



a volatile spirit, and nothing remain in the bottom; that which doth not

ascend, must be made nolatile: Then dissolve that volatile again in more

of our acid spirit, and distil and cohobate so often upon that which re-

maineth in the bottom until all be fixed again, and this fixed matter ren-

der again volatile, and the volatile fix again, urrtil it be tingent and pene-

trating, and be a fusible salt abiding in the A .

You must have the spirit of natural fusible salt, which is the principle

of all metals, vegetables, and animals; this spirit being purified and re-

united with its body (also purified) renders its body volatile and uniteth

it seU unseparably with it, and becometh a volatile fusible salt like but-

ter, which congealeth being cold: This butter dissolveth all metals, as

warm ! dissolveth ice, and is the true matter of the great work, and the

philosophicaf p .

To prepare the universal spirit, which is the universal salt, you must

purifie and rectifie it well, and by its means, volatilize its fixt body, (also

purified. ) For to render the fixt volatile, the quantrty of the volatile must

exceed the fixt; and also to fix the volatile, the quautrty of the fixt must

exceed the volatile; but the long digestion supplies the quarrtity of the fixt,

because that which is naturally fixt is coutained (although changed for the

present) in the volatile: But the addition 
"f O (which it dissolveth, and

uniteth it seU radically urith) shortneth the tirne, and hastens the fixation:

And then to render it from volatile fixt by a long digestion; when it is vo-

latile, it will pass over in a retort like Oyl, which will congeal, being

cold, and melt with heat; rtis the Sperma of metals. For to fix it the bet-



ter and the sooner, you must add Q , and digest.

AN OPERATION UPON d : SENT ME EIY MON-

SIEUR BOUCAUD.

THE PHILOSOPHER' S EPILOGUE.

Solution and ablution are one and the same thing, for by calcination

the body is divided into small parts; by putrefaction it is corrupted, and

when it is distilled, it is reduced irrto its first matter, and remaineth

dissolved.

Congelation is a fixation, re-union, or coagulation of the volatile and

dissolved body.

B5r reduction and fixation, when this body is sublirned, it fatneth and

resolveth, uniteth, and at last is perfectly coagulated. Thus in these two

solutions and coagulations, are contained ablution, reduction, and fixation.

QUINTESSENCE OF n; THE UMVERSAL DISSOLVENT.

DistiU fifty or si:<ty quarts of vinegar, and before you distill the vine-

gar you must evaporate a fourth part of it, which is nothing but flegm;

and for to render this distilled vinegar more dissolving, it should be dis-

tilled once or twice from Lees.

Take lbxij. or rnr. of good Englishlitharry of Silver, reduce it into

fine powder, and put it into matrass of three or four quarts a piece, put

Ibj. into each matrass; then pour upon the powder so much of the distilled

vinegar, as may coverit the breadth of cix inches; then put them in di-

gestion, with the second degree of A for two days, in which time the dis-

tiIled vinegar will be of a yellow colour, and very sureet. Then decant



this distilled vinegar irnpregnated with the essence 
"f trr, and put on

fresh upon the ritharry; digest as before; then put in au the decanted

vinegar and filter it, and distill in several cucurbites with a genge heat

three parts of the distilled vinegar; put the remainder in a cegar, and

in twenty-four hours the greater part of it will be congealed into a sub-

stance like ice; it wilt suffice if you distirl it off to a s;rup: Then upon

this sSirup pour new distilled vinegar, about the same quarrtity as before,

digest twelve hours; then distill off about the quantrty you put on: p*t new

distilled vinegar upon the residue, somewhat more than the first time,

digest and distill as before. Then pour upon it about half the quarrtity of

the said distilled vinegar that you put on before, digest and distill as be-

fore. Repeat this digestion for twelve hours, and distillation so often,

till you find that the distilled vinegar come off in the beginning of the dis-

tillation so strong as it was before, which is a sign of a perfect attraction

of the universar dissolvent made by the distilred vinegar.

Then put your gums which remaineth in the cucurbites into one or

several large matrasses, which stop and lute well, that nothing maJr €x_

hale; thenputto digest in B. oapo?. or in Fino(which change every six

days) for twenfir or thirty days, more or less; for the sign of a srrfficient

digestion is, when the matter cometh to be black, and that it acquireth as

it were a stinking scent, which is a sign of its mortification, by which it

ought to acquire a new life, and a spiritual vesture. Then divide this

matter or ceruse into several parts, which put into several retorts, which

you may do by causing the matter to melt with some gen4e heat, and then



Pouring it hot into the retorts, for it easily congealeth by cold; and if any

of it congeal about the necks of the retorts, make it melt, and run down;

the retorts must be of such a bigness, that at least four parts of them

may remain empty. Then distill off all the flegm with a very gentle heat

in sand, and so soon as you perceive any fumes or vapours, cease, and let

aII cool; then change the recipient, putting on a large one, and having well

luted it, and the lute dry, give the A uy degrees, at last very strong and

vehemerrt, urrtil you see no more fumes come over, but that an Oyl or Gum

as red as blood distill over. Take the feces remaining in the retorts (which

will look like black ashes) and extract the salt out of them with distilled

vinegar, as you did with the Utharry, which salt wilI be in long rocks like

rock-salt-petre; and this salt will be more subtil than the first: Distill

this salt in a retort, putting what distilleth to the first liquor; out of the

feces extrast again the salt, of which distill also the spirit in a retort.

Proceed thus until the remaining earth, o" Caput ltoptuumgiveth no more

salt. Then take arl your spirits, and mix them together, and put it in a

Iarge and high cucurbite, which cover with a double paper Oyfed and dryed;

tye it well about the neck of the cucurbite with a pack-thread, then put on

the head, and lute well the jnncturesr put on a pretty large recipient, with

a narrow and a short neck; distill in B.uappr . and the AEthereal spirit

will pass over through the paper, and the fLegm will stay behind, because

it cannot pass through the Oyled paper; and if your spirit be not subtil enough,

you may rectifie it once or twice with new Oyled paper; then keep it in a

vessel elose stopped in a cold place: Then take off the Oyled paper, and
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distill the rest of the liquor to the consistence of a red syrup; put the

cucurbite with the sJrrup in a cellar, and in two days time there will be

many little crystals veqf white, which separate, and wash them in the

flegm, and they will be white and pure: Then put the flegm to that which

remained in the cucurbite, and distill to a syrup, which put in a cellar to

crystallize as before; Cleanse and wash the crystals to whiten them, then

put them together upon white paper to dry them for two days in the shadow;

then put them in a cucurbite narrow and somewhat high, and pour upon them

of the afore-mentioned AEthereal spirit, so much as may cover it the breadth

of three or four fingers, digest twerrty four hours, then distill in B. M. AU

the spirit will come over, and in the bottom will remain a clear and trans-

parerrt gum, upon which pour again the distilled spirit; digest and distill as

before. Repeat this cohobation and distillation four times, at the fourth

time the said gum will distill over in the form of an OyI as white as snow;

swir''ming upon the spirit: This Oyl is the true and only dissolvent of O ,

separate it from the spirit by a funnel. And thus you shall have the philo-

sophical l|enstpuun, the vegetable, and mineral salt, Autora DQq,nqe, and

the true philosophicaf p , and the precious p, dissolving the two Lumtn=

4nfes, i'ilo a physical dissolutionn with which you may prepare medicines

both for health, and for projection to transmute metals, which will be both

short and easie, as followeth.

f Tis not enough to have theMenst?uum or philosophical V, for it ser-

veth only for an agent or a means to excite the vegetative quality which is

hidden and buryed in the occult secrets of the Metalline Nature. And it



doth not suffice only to know that @maketh @, "tdo , O; but it carurot

render them apparent, except the said bodies be first discontinued, that

is to say, that this Metalline form be reduced into subtil parts attenuated,

for to be afterwards opened and reduced into Calx, of which this Menstruum

easily draweth the fixt grain or spenma , the principle of vegetation.

Prepare then a slight, spunsr, well opened, and attenuated Calx of

O ' 
which put in a small cucurbite, and pour upon it so much of the afore-

mentioned white Oyl as will cover it a fingers breadth; digest two or three

days with a gerrtle heat, then distill over all the OyI, then pour the spirit

upon the CaIx: Then pour upon this matter four or five tirnes as much of

the above-mentioned spirit; digest twenty four hours, and the spirit will

be tincted of a pure red colour, more red than any Ruby, which decant,

and dry the remaining matter, and pour upon it the safire oyr, and digest

twerrty four hours, and it wiu be very red. Repeat this so long till your

Q witt yield no more tincfure. Then circulate all your Tinctures in a

Pelican for thirty days, and then separate the clear from an H;postace

which will be at the bottom, and you shall have the true Aurum Potabtle,

which will be of an admirable vertue, taking three or four drops of it at a

time in a little sack, or other fit vehicle.

But for the workr fou must separate the spirit by distillation in1qlnea,

until the tincture remain in the borttom in consistence of an O;rI, upon which

cohobate the spirit, and distill as before: Repeat this seven or eight times,

and the said tincture will remain like an Oyl that will congeal no more, which

is the philosophical Aurum PotaDilq having a vegetative vertue, being sown
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in its own earth, which is the Calx of O, prepared as shall to tauglrt here-

after.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL AQUA REGIS.

Take Nitre and { t 6rna' 3 tti. reduce them to fine powder each by it

seU, then mir them well together, and put it in a retort of three or four

quarts, and distill in sand into a very large recipierrt, the junctures well

luted with paper, and paste made of flower and $ ; for if you should take

a stronger lute, all would break: Give tfre A by degrees, until you see

white fumes in the recipierrt in haU; an hours tirne aII will come over; then

let it cool, and you will find in the recipient about 
3i 0 . and about the

neck of the retort a sublimed salt, which proceeds from the f,, which

will not dissolve except in hot V ; the retort being cold, take out the Caput

l4ortuum as well as you can, and the retort being sound put in fresh

matter the same quarrtity as before; repeat this tiU you have S enough:

Then digest this V in ashes in an alembick with a gentle heat to separate

the flegm from it, which will be insipid; then distill the rest in a retort,

and keep it for use.

Take J l. ot Q well purified Uy 6 , beat it into thin plates, cut them

small, and put them in a crucible and ignifie them: Put $Ui. of 
$ 

in

another crucible, heat it urtil it begin to smoak, then take it from the A ,

and pour it upon the @, stir it well together with a stick until it be well

aedngted, then cast this aahfufio a marble mortar, grind it well, pouring

on fair V to wash it from all its blackness and foulness; then squeeze out

so much E 
"f 

this aha as you can: Then g?ind lhis aahwith equal weight
+



of prepared salt; put it in a retort, and distill over all the p * sand into

a recipient haU full of S : tne p being all over, increase the A for four

hours, so that the bottom of the retort may be always red in the sand; then

let all cool, take out the retort and pour hot ! into it, and let it stand so

for an hour, and the V will dissolve the salt; pour it out, and por.rr more

hot V upon the matter; do thus three or four times? Then pour out the

O with the V into a poringer, which will be very subtil powder; dry it

gerrtly, and put it in a matrass, and pour upon it of the above-mentioned

A. R. about ^l*tj. stop the matrass with cortton only, and put it to digest\,

in hot ashes, and in a few hours it will. all be dissolved irrto a liquor of an

orange colour, leaving some impure earth at the bottom: Upon this disso-

lution pour of the 
$ 

which you drew off by distillation about twice the quan-

tity of the @ , digest it for two or three days, or so long urrtil tfre 
fl 

be all

dissolved, and the ! be crear like rock P, and the O uu in the form of a

ligtrt spunge in pieces, swirnm,ing in the S ; separate the V , and wash the

@ with salt V filtered, then wash it in fair g so often till it be well edul-

corated, then drythis powder of O, and it is prepared. For to attenuate

it further, and to render it more spungeous, mix it with double its weight

of sublirned il(, grind them well together, and put them in a small cucur-

bite with its head, and sublime in sand all thef, . Then gTind this l(

again with the Q and sublime it once more, so will the @ be well atten-

uated and opened, and fit to be joyned with the vegetable salt. Then put

this powder of @ into a poringer of ston€-w&p€, not glazed, and pour upon

it some good Oyl of Tartar, dry it gerrtly, and pour more OyI upon the pow-



der, and dry it as before: Repeat this till you hane employed 
Jiv. 

of

Oyl of Tartar to $ i. of @ ; then put it irrto a matrass with a short neck,

stop it close, and put it in an iron pot in sand, then cover the pot with any

other pot, and give A of reverberation, so that the @ may be red in the

matrass, but not melt; corrtinue the A in that degree for forty eight hours.

Then take out the matrass, and wash the matter with hot \/ till the O U"

well edulcorated, then dry it, and imbibe it again with fresh Oyl of Tartar;

reverberate it as before for forlr eight hours. Repeat this work twice more;

and you shall have a very light and spungy Calr of O .

(Hartman) Note, that instead of this Calx 
"f O r 1rou may take one pre-

pared, by calcining it with flowers of Sulphur, as Sir Kenelm Digby pre-

pared it for Sauniert s work, which see in its place.

Then imbibe it once with qyl of Tartar, and proceed in all as before.

Having reduced the @ into an OyL, it will be necessary to have an earth

of its own nature, to malce it grow, and produce the fruit which we enpect

of it.

Now this CaIx of O shall serve for an earth to receive this seed. But

since that in all bodies there are three things, to wit, the soul, the spirit,

and the body; that which hath a body, cannot receine the soul, except it be

opened by the spirit: It vrill then be necessary to reduce the Q into a spirit,

which is done by reducing it *" 
H 

, its first and nearest matter; which to

perform, proceed thus:

Take 
! 

j. of @ well purified UV 6 , reduce it into thin plates, cut them

small, and put them in a matrass, pour upon them 
Jn. 

of our philosophicat



S , keep it in digestion till the O U" all dissolved, then distill off the

V , which cohobate again, and distill as before. Repeat this three or

four times, then distill off about three parts of the p , expose the rest

with the vessel to the open air, and the O *iU congeal into crystals, which

put in a glass bottle, and stop it very close, and keep them in a dry place

urrtil they be dry; then g?ind them with twice as much { sublimed with

salt; put this ir*o a large matrass, and pour qpon it by drops of good OyI

of Tartar, the double quarrtity of the @ , o" until it be of the consistence

of thin mustard; then seal it hermetic"[y, and keep it in digestion with a

gerrtle heat for two and fourty d.y", during which time the matter will pu-

trifie and smell very strong, and you shall see all the colotus appear suc-

cessively; talce a little of it and wash it well with warm ! several times,

then being dry, pnt some of it upon a thin plate red-hot, and if it melt

without smoak''ng, it is a sign that it is all Mercurial, and well prepared;

but if it smoakr fou must keep it in digestion urtil that sign appeareth:

Then wash and edulcorate it well from all saltness, and dry it very gerrtly;

then mix it with seven parts of prepared salt, put it in a cucurbite, which

put in sand, and give a gerrtle fire for twelve or fourteen hours, then in-

crease the fire, and coutinue that degree as long; coutinue the subli'nation

until all the philosophical CaIx be sublimed: Then gather carefully with a

feather this sublimate, and ptrt it in a glass mortar with warm S , grinding

it with a glass pestle for an hour or two, then let it settle, and pour off the

V , put on fresh hot ! , and grind it until the matter come to be of the

consistence of mustard; then add good white-wine vinegar, and grind it



urtil all be converted into runnin8 
Q 

.

COMPOSITION.

Take 3$. of your Calx of O prepared and attenuated, as lras said,

put it in a glass mor4ar, and pour upon it g iij. of the SolarV 
fl ; the

I *t suddenly swallow rrp its body, as one drop of V mixeth it seU

w'ith another; then squeeze out so much 
H "t 

thts &id, that there remain

bnt about two parts of 
Q 

with the Q . Prrt this AdA in a philosophical

eBB, and pour upon it by little and little of your Oyl of Q before-mentioned,

hold it over a gerrtle A , and stir the matter with an iron rod, that all may

well mix and incorporate, pouring on so much of the said O5zl, that it be of

the consistence of thin mustard, and then you shall suddenly see marvellous

things, when the soul of the said @ (which is its Oyl) entreth into the body

of the O, ty means of the spirit, which is the solary 
I , *O that by me€rns

of the said soul, the spirit uniteth with its body, of three being made one;

stop the vessel speedily, because of the fumes. The body of the @ which

was dead before, being by this only and adrnirable means animated, digni-

fied, and filled with a vegetative life, will thereby acquire an inward power

of multiplication, as well as the sperms and seeds of all animals and vege-

tables, and be made fit to grow and produce fruit, (being sowed in a fit

ear"th) which it cotild not do before, because of that default. The vessel

being sealed hermetically, put it in ashes in a brass vessel in the shape

of haU a boul; digest it w"ith a LampA . As for the time, and the colours,

mark what Ineoesan saith of it; for at the end of fourty days you shall see

the blackness: Continue the first degree of heat to whiteness, which will



apPear within four months: Then augment the A , and continue until it

come to be of a citrine colour, and then there will be no more danger.

Increase the A to the fourth degree, and continue that, till your King

taketh his robe, and that the matter suffer ignition without smoaking.

(Hartman) This process was sent to Sir K.D. in a letter from Paris,

by Abbot Boucaud, with the following words. sir, I have sent you here

inclosed a great work upon fi , which Monsieur de Rouviere hath given

me; it cometh from a man who having been camied awa/r and kept close

in a castle, made at last his escape, and was conducted to the Duke

D I Elboetrf, and Monsieur de Rouviere found the said process under his

boulster.

The said Abbot sent to Sir K. D. also the following process, which he

saith he had from an intimate friend, who assured him that it was a reality.

Take of a very good oar of f , tn^t was never wet, or instead of it,

take a true and natural mineral lithargy, not artilicial; pulverize it and

g?ind it upon a marble stone with distilled pseveral tirnes distilled: Put

your oar of f, , or lithargr in one or more cucurbites, and pour upon it

of the aforesaid distilled $, or distilles dew, so much as may cover it

the breadth of seven or eight fingers, cover it with a blind head, and lute

well all the jnnctures, and digest for fourty days with a gerrtle heat, shak-

ing the vessel often; when you perceive that the Menstruunts coloured, de-

oant the clear, and put on fresh V r or take new oar or lithargy and extract

as before; filter theMenetTuum and distill it with a very gentle heat. Take

7
this salt 

"f h and put it in a matrass, digest it with a Lamp A with six



small wicks, and it will dissolve of it seU, and there will settle to the bot-

tom some impurity or feces; break the matrass (being cold) and take the

pure part and put it into another matrass, dissolve it by digestion as at

first, separate the pnre from the impure. Repeat so often till this salt

learre no more impurity. Then keep it carefully, until you imploy it in the

following work.

Take of this salt ten parts, and one part of Q mineral that hath not been

melted, put them together in a matrass, seal it hermetic"ly, and digest

with a very gentle heat, and there will loosen it seU from the salt 
"f E

some spirits, which by falling down again will dissolve theO Uy little and

little, and there will separate it self yet some feces which are not useful

for this work, which you must separate. Take what is clear and transpar-

ent, and put it in a philosophical egg, seal it hermetic.ly, and digest it

with a Lamp A *ittt a gerrtle heat, corrtinue the digestion without ever in-

creasingthe heat, ete. The said Abbot said, that this was all he could

have, or know of this work hitherto.

The said Abbot sent also the following process in a letter from Paris.

Monsier:r de Rrs. operation, by which he fixeth 
H 

**)withthe salt

of Saturn and), is thus. He taketh one part 
"fO, 

and three parts of

8 , whereof he maketh an adiz, which he putteth in a matrass, and putteth
jF

upon it Saechatum Satulrnlmade the common way) about a fingers breadth

over the,aah; then he sealeth the vessel, and digesteth it with a Lamp A

with gerrtle heat, increasing the heat by degrees, it passeth through all the

colours; and of one Marc 
"f O, and three Marcs of H , there remained

t



I xij. of fixed matter that srrffered fusion and the test.
I

He saith, that there should have remained one Marc of the 
Q 

ri*"a,

but the operation was not well wrought. In another letter he saith, that

there remained !tti. or iv. of p ri*"a iot"O, which endured fusion

and the test.

AN OPERATION UPON JTIPITER.

Distill a lttenetruunout of vitriol and l( , with which make suLphur

Natutae Jovia r Make also with the same Menatnuun Sulphun nat. O

which dissolve into Oyl, and with it insere SuTphun ,f ovie ad fueibilit-

atem, and then project upon Jupi,ter.

Dunetonthus: Having taken our white earth, you may putrifie by it

self, or with the Calx of other metals, and change its colour into a new

white or red: Then ferment it with the Oyf 
"f O or D, e co

Ripl-y (in - viatieun ) thus: carcine { irrto a most subtil calx (for in

it there is pure p , not brought to its full perfection by Nature) which is

easily hardened with the OyI of ). Do your work therefore with Tin (un-

til you are rich) because so the work is easily done, and at small charge.

LuLLiua (in his Magia Naturatig thus: Make sulphun ilaturae(without

which nothing can be done) and thus of any metal (which he directeth to do

in a very tedious way) then incere it with Oyl of Fermert (as in his prAct.

Bneu.or Sepmoei,naZ) until it be fluid; then is it a perfect medicament.

O+ Dt* {  .
Take of the filings of { lbj. salt-petre lbj. mix them, separate the

spirit from the ,4nina by combustion, subliming it in so many pots as you



know: Dissolve the Caput llontuul(which will be fixt as a stone, so that

you may strike A out of it by collision) with 
Q , tn.t there may be a

ReguZns made of it, which pour out and make into rods, and cement them

with store of Calx-vive on a Circulary A , then Coppel them with Lead,

and add to them fine ) , what then remaineth upon the Coppel is good, and

you will have considerable gain by it, and by the separation of A. F. you

will have three parts of O , and one of O .

But when you melt your Ceput l,Iontaum of { with 6 into a Regulue ,

as before, when you have precipitated them with Tartar, or mixed them,

then put yoarRegulus to Coppel, and in it you wilf find Q: See that you

do not cast away lllsSconia, for you will find Silver amongst it; Coppel it

therefore by it seU with the following powder, so you wil find ), which

separate with A. F. (the powder make thus. )

Take CheLenze (Bay Salt) melt, dissolve, filtre, and coagulate it;

melt it again, and do this work thrice: Then cast in this salt into the afore-

saidseoria (from which you separated the Regulue I after you have put it

to Coppel, so your work will be done and accomplished speedily, and with

great fruit and profit in the applying the fire.

(Hartman) tne famou A Tachenius relates (speaking of the matignity

of Arsenick) that there ape some who can burn pure Tin into powder, which

carmot again be reduced into Tin by Vulgar Art, as other metals; yet with

Arsenick iv is made Scoria, part of which by a singular skill becometh

po"" ?. Sigismund Wan, a citizen in Voitland, knew and practised this

Art of Separation, to his great benefit; for in the year 1464, he builded

-1 
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and endowed a great hospital there, which, as Gaspar Elruschius relates,

is at this day to be seen, with the epitaph of the aforesaid citizen.

Now, that ) may be got out of Tin with Arsenick, clavious proves

in his apolory against Erastus second vol. Theatri chym. Fol. 39.

A worthy gentleman lately related to me, that he knew one, who told

him, that out of lb 6 . of Block-Tin he got so much O ." he sold for 3s.

6d.

A SHORT AND CLEAR DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT

PHILOSOPHICK STONE.

THE FIRST OPERATION.

Take salt prepared, Nitre, and Roman Vitriol, ana Lbij. beat them into

a small powder, mix them, and put them into a pot upon a slow fire, and

moving them, cause them to melt, that they may be &yed a little. Then

t"f." p taken out of the Mineral, lbj. which being put into a liruren cloath,

squeeze it and pour it upon the hot matter, moving it with a rod, until the

Meneurg is hid in the matter; incorporate the mass well when it is cooled,

in a marble mortar; then dry it all in a pot very slowly, until it be so dry,

that a sword held over the pot, recelve no moisture from it; then put it

into a sublimatory, and subline it first twelve hours, afterwards increase

the fire, that all theldeneu?V rnay be well sublirned, white as snow: So the

8 lacking nothing of its weight, will be associated with the invisible Sul-+
phur of vitriol, and purged from the earth and its blackness; and if you

will e:<periment that conjunction, you may separate Sulphur of Vitriol from

U thus: Take distilled vinegar, q.v. quench burning iron several times.F



in it, let your sublirnate stand therein all night, afterwards pass it three

tirnes through a filtre, then set it upon a slow fire; so a black scum will

swim above the vinegar, which take off; then evaporate aII the vinegar

with a slow fire, so you will have an excellent sulphur of Vitriol, and

the $ wilI remain by it seU in the bottom.+
THE SECOI{D OPERATION.

This teacheth to extract the Quirrtessence from ttris 
Q 

sublimate thus:

Make A.F. as follows; Take salt-petre and Vitriol, anaLbj. beat them,

then mix them together and distill them with a slow fire in a glazen Alem-

bick on ashes for eighteen hours, so that nothing more can distill (but lute

all so well, that nothing exhale;) after the above-said eighteen hours in-

crease the fire by degrees, that the water may be distilled, and then coD-

tinue the same degree of heat until it begin to cease to distill, and so pro-

ceed by degrees, until nothing more can come from it: Let the vessels

cool of themselves, and seal the recipient with gummed wax; and when you

have put your sublirnate, being well beat, in & strong matrass, pour upon

it of this water to the height of one or two fingers breadth, and immediately

ebturate it well: Set the matrass in ashes on a slow fire for the space of

twenty four hours; and if it be not then dissolved, if you Pour Jtti5. 
of

water upon it, add of fwell beaten I 
j. o" more; close it up presently,

and set it upon ashes, so it will be dissolved: It is a very great secret.

Then abstract all the water, (the junctures of the vessel being carefully

stopped) by distillation on a slow fire of coals, evento dr;rness: After-

wards taking off the cap, cover it straight with a glazen OpeneuLutg,lute
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it, and when you have increased the fire, the Quintessence of, Meneury and

Vitriol wlll ascend at the sides of the vessel; at last make the fire yet

stronger, that all the Quintessence may be well sublimed, which, when

the vessel is cooled; keep carefully: Beat the black feces, and sublime

it once more, if perhaps any of the Quintessence remain still amongst it,

so you shall have purged the Mereury, and imbibed more of the spirits of

Vitriol existing in A. F. Then dissolve and sublirne the matter (that is sub-

limed) twice more after the same manner, that no impuriW may be left in

it, so it will be whiter than snow.

THE THIRD OPERATION.

Beat this matter, and put it into an earthen urinal well glazed within,

whieh cover with an earthen glazed head like to a Panadi. that they may be

exactly joyned together; Iute the junctures well, and digest it eight days

or more in anAthano? on a slow fire of coals; for otherwise it could not

be dissolved into water.

THE FOURTH OPERATION.

Put your matter so dissolved into a matrass, close it, and dissolve it

in M. B. into water with a corrtinual slow heat: Distill this water in a little

Alembick on ashes with a slow fire of a Lamp, and water of Paradise will

be distilled, (of which alone the stone may be made by the method after

described) one drop of which poured upon a plate of any red-hot metal will

throughly whiten it within and without; (Note, that the like may be done with

the Luna:ny made 
"f O ana { if they be poured on a plate of p . ) After the

water is distilled, some feces will remain, which contain in them earth,



air, and fire' whieh you may thus separate one from ansther: Beat those

feces, and digest them in an Athanon"as you did the Quintessence before,

afterwards dissolve them the same way in M. B. At last distill with a very

strong fire in M. B. by an Alembick, a white Oyl, which is called air, which

when it ceaseth to drop any more, take off the recipient, and close well the

nose of the Alembick, and so let it cool of it seU: Then set the Alembick

with a new recipient on ashes, and draw off the red Oyl (which is called

fire) with a strong fire. Cast away the earth that remains.

THE FIFTH OPERATION.

If you would make a stone of paradise alone, or virgins milk, you need

not separate the elements; but if you have separated them, do thus: Take

of A or red OyI part j. of air, or white OyI parts iv. and of virgins milk

parts viij. Put them together in a matrass with a short and naruow neck;

in two other matrasses put of virgins milk, e. v. Seal them all hermeti-

cally, and so put them in an Athanoron a slow fire of small coals burnt

till they have ceased from flaming, and so let them stand till by several

coloure they attain a perfect white: Then (if you will have the stone white)

you may take out one matrass, leaving the other two (if you operate with

three at once:) Then increase the fire sensibly, because your work carurot

easily be marred, and so proceed by degrees, until the matter is perfectly

red.

THE SIXTH OPERATION.

Is projection. Take an hundred parts of 
8 

purged the common way,

heat them in a crucible, and add to them part j. of the white or red stone,



and the whole will be a medicine. Then take of this medicine part j. and

project it upon another hundred parts of q , moving it with a rod and af-

terwards melting it. Further, project of this, part j. in an hundred parts,

and the whole will be O "" O, according as the stone is which you took:

If you will project upon other metals, melt them, or do them into thin plates,

and on them when they are very hot project part j. upon an hundred, and set

the plates in the A for some time. If you would augment the vertu.e of the

stone ad infi.nitwrlissolve it as often as you please in B. M. and coagu-

late it slowly in ashes; Let ilupiten and Saturnbe melted.

THE SEVENTH OPERATION.

Is the magistery of an Athanop,which build thus: Take of magisterial

lute, potters earth, horse-dung, paper carminated, hairs cut, make them

all into a paste with salt water and vinegar, and with that paste build your

firrnace; make a round wall four fingers breadth in height, with chirnneys,

set upon that wall an iron plate which hath four supporters, by which it

may stay upon the wall, leave some distance between the interior sides

of the wall and the exterior of the plate, that the heat may ascend by it;

then raise the wall to the height of five inches: Then make an earthen c&pr

which on the one side must have a window and convenient door, by which

you may feel the heat putting in your hand at it, (which heat must be so

moderate and uniform, that you may endure to hold your hand in the Atha-

nor as long as you please;) the cap must be carefully luted w'ithin and with-

out, and set upon the furnace and agglutinated with clay: Afterwards, when

the furnace is sufficiently dryed, set upon it glass goblets, and set your



matrasses upon them. Mind well all these things, and congider the flgures

cut in the page over against this. Now, by the holes that are made betwirt

the plate and the wall, you may increase or diminish the heat at your plea-

sure. But note, that upon the goblets, above the ?ripus and the prater fou

may set an earthen trencher, and set thereon an eg& which cover with ano-

ther trencher, so that these two trenchers joyned together may be lifted up

in the air, and the egg not touch the sides of the trenchers.

A NOTE FROM ONE THAT WROUGITT THE STONE.

I have had certain notice of one that made the philosophers stone with

Leaf-gold and a clear V , that looked like rock [, but smel]ed strong.

He who wrought it for hirn (that is, attended the Lamp) said, he had made

his liquor thrice before it would dissolve the @. The last dissolved it by

little and little, it became a yellow Aureal Liquor, then thickened by little

and little, at length became a black thick broath, in the end like melted

pitch: then changed several colours, every one sparkling like Orierrt pre-

cious stones, and sparks like fire or stars rose in the glass (which lryas a

large egg sealed hermetically) then fell down again. It was digested in

ashes made of old bark of Oak burned (unwashed) and the author said, no

other ashes would serve. And the heat was never greater, than that he

could endure the back of his hand upon the ashes, which was caused by a

Lamp.

(Hartman) This relation is of Sir K.D.
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He saith thus: I did so prepare fluid p , tn"t without the mixture of

anything whatsoever imaginable, without any dissolving Menetnuu4 it did

acquire the form of a most pure and transparent liquor; neither hitherto

hath it lost this liquid form, but is so liquid, that you would imagine it

had been brought from a fountain, and which you will more admire, being

tasted, it is void of all acrimony, and meerly insipid; (I add also this) that

some months ago I reduced Englieh { ir*" a fluid and moist liquor, w'ith-

out the least addition of, Menstruur4 which humidity it not only continually

keepeth entirely to this day, but (so far as I can see) will never lose it.

(Afterwards in the same page, he saith, )

I confess ingenuously, that not long ago, I had the happiness of seeing

at a friends, and feeling such an unfactitious liquor ( Li.quoren c|..Tn \G!)

whereby leaves of Gold and Silver lrere dissolved into a pliart and fluid

Iiquor, without any noise or the least suspition of Acrirnony. This liquor

can be no other than congealed air, without which the life of anirnals be-

comes no life; and there is no body under the sun in that three-fold King-

dom that is destitute of it. I had rather search its medicinal power with

silent speculation, than weary people with tedious and fruitless discourses.

CONCERNING MAY DEW.

May dew is the trae Mt neraof the dissolvent. Aug. This liquor is such,

that if it be gathered at a certain season, two uses, etc. One, that here-

by you may infuse Gold in a liquor of its proper seed, when you begin first

to dissolve it,ete. Cosmop. But this V is said to be the Mensttuun of the

world: Speaking of the elemerrt of V, the Menstruunof the world is tripar-
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tite, eto, 111s more pure resolved into air. There is in the air an occult

nourishment of life, which we call dew in the night, and in the day-time

! , rarefied, whose invisible congealed spirit is of more value than the

whole earth, Idem. The principal matter of metals is the humidity of the

air (the aerial substance) mixt with heat, 
Q 

prepared aforesaid is governed

bythe rays of the @and)n""p.red inthe sea; not one place or one couD-

try will afford it you. Errperience testifieth, that O i" not sought for save

in mountains, because it can be seldom had in a plain.

FLAMEL, ARTEFruS, PONTANUS, ZACAIRE, & C.

THEIR ARCANUM.

This stone is that about which the above-named authors employed them-

selves: It is composed of the mineral gluten, made of q ana 6 mineral,

by the addition of the solary ferment thus: Distil the volatile crystals or

butter from $ ^mate and $ , 
"qo.l 

parts: Or distill, or dissolve corr-
Y
?

-otr 
p in A. tr'. Precipitate with salt-water, and you shall have a very

white CaIx, which dry, and joyn it with as much of Calx of )6, and distill

the volatile crystals thereof. These crystals are the magnet, by means of

which the universal form, or spirit of the world is attracted; which speci-

fieth and determineth it seU in this matter, by resolution in the air in T ,

U , and [. Put this liquor in a cucurbite, and digest for thirty days

with a very gentle heat with a Lamp, to the end, that there may be a natural

distillation made of the attracted spirit, which will begin to come over in-

visibly the first or second day, with the fdea of that which it draws, to wit,

+.
the S , and of U , or with a universal mineral form, tending to metallick.

?



This liquor will corrtinue coming over e\r€n unto the end of fifty days; let

not the heat exceed that of ones hand. This AEthereal p is the p of

paradise, or the mineral aetnwt of ?laneZ'S two dragons, the one is vola-

tile (whicrr is p ) and the other rampant, which is the $ , which do not

suffer to be touched nor attacked, urrtit their venemous scum (that is to

say, the butter) have produced the spirit of the Mercnrial-wind, and the

scum of the Red Sea. Note, that within fifteen days this sea or butter cogl-

eth to be very red, with a gerrtle heat of a Lamp A in ashes; and this is

Flame Z's Red Sea. This AEthereal V penetrates all metalline bodies,

(being luminated and made red-hot) and tingeth them ffi" O . Tsro drops

of this ! being dissolved in 3 t r. of spirit of wine, maketh a virginal

milk, whereof the dose is a spoonful: rt is a very genfle emetick, be-

cause of its cruditSr or ratherMeneuniaZ substance, whereof the vertue

operates upwards, because it is moist and airy. It cures the epilepsie

by the character which is imprinted into it, by the word Fiat and all as-

tral diseases, as far as humane disposition permits. This is the coeles-

tiar 5z which doth not wet ones hands after its preparation; rtis the 
9 

ot

9 
, the V or centre of the heart ofg , and the true extent of d , but it

requires more work. Take this p (you must have a pretty great quantity

of it, and therefore you must have ten, fifteerq or twerrt;r pound of volatile

crystals) and put it in a cuctrbite, and with a very gerrtle heat of a Lamp

distill off all the waterish moistness, which by carelessness it might have

corrtracted from the air: There will remain in the bottom a gum, a syrup,

a viscous V, a radical mineral moishre, which is the eagles gluten above-



mentioned, which did fly the space of fifty days continually; by means of

this gentle heat, the gluten flies no more, but is the flying Cnapant and

Zaeain's Meteutia|V , which is congealed by cold, and liquified by

heat. The authors before mentioned have digested this gluten pet ee

in a matrass hermetically sealed, without the addition of a solary fer-

ment; but afterwards they hane been forced to ferment the powder which

they made of it. For to shorten the work, tahe seven parts, or nine or ten,

or more of this gluten, urrto which by heat joyn one part of @ in leaf, or

$ulphur 
"f O prepared by the salt Fnrlce (which is best) and digest in an

Athcno?, or in FLaneZe furnace (which is very easie) until all the matter

have passed through all the due colours, and come to be of a purple citrine

colour; then have you the metalline salt, the most high tincture, a treacle

made of venom, a most exeellent medicine is multiplyed in quantity by

new addition of the afore-mentioned gluten; in quality, by dissolving in

hunido into a liquor, and purifying by digestion, and then by fixation;

E:rperience will teach other things far better. This method, although it

differs much from that of the greatest philosophers, as LuLLy, Inepesq.n,

CosmopoLtte. & e*e.(and being but particular in comparison of that high

GenenalLesingbevertheless it seems to be universal in regard of metals

and rninerals. Note, that you may arso extract a white and red oyl of

that which remains, as was said before, and make a new aurifique stone

thereof, which those authors have not understood, or if they have under-

stood it, they have not spoken of it. Note also, that this mineral V of

paradise, is the philosophers live O, and the 
Q 

otthe wise, but not the



GeneraLieeina.. And this Vwill serve against all maladies, for it drives

them out, according to the intention and inclination of Nature.

TO PREPARE A FERMENT OR SULPHUR OF O .

Make an dit&of Qor), ana p ; grind ttfrsAa?, then squeeze it

through a leather, the globe remaining in the leather, you must grind

again, and then put it in a poringer, co\rered with another poringer, and

lute them well together, then put them to a gentle A for half an hour: Then

g?ind it again, and digest it between the two poringers as before. Repeat

this so often till the O o" D Ou in powder irnpalpable; then incorporate

this powder with fresh p , grind them together, and digest with a gentle

A , so that little or nothing may sublime, and if any thing sublime, put

it again to that which remains in the bottom. Repeat this last operation

(adding tr"* p , grind and digest as before) so often" till the whole body

of O"" D be converted into running p , and that all may be squeezed

through the leather: Then put this 
Q "nimated 

i.uto a poringer, which

cover, and digest with a gentle heat, so that nothing sublime; corrtinue

the digestion so long, ur$il you see a thin skin swimm.ing upon the matter,

which take off carefully (it wiU be of the colour of O"" D) put the matter

upon the A again, increase the heat a little, taking off the thin skin as it

riseth; continuing so long urrtil the matter produce no more thereof: And

thus you shall have the Sulphur of O o"D.

AN OPERATION THAT MONSIEUR DE L' OBERYE

WROTE FROM MONSIEUR JOHN' S MOUTH.

Take the Mother-liquor of salt-petre, Iet it run cold through washed



sand, then filter it by Languetes, then through gray paper: Then evaporate

with very gentle heat, putting down the skins as they rise upon the liquor;

the remaining salt being dry, grind it, and put it to resolve into liquor in

a cellar, then filter and evaporate as before. Rqreat this purification five

or six times, or so often, till it leave no more feces in the filter. If you

take lbx. of this liquor, you shall have but lbij. 3niij. of purified salt:

of this lbij' S*tj. you shall have Jr. or spirit, by distilingit pe" ee

in retorts in sand; you must put but b (9 . of this salt into each retort;

defl.egm it in B. Take thecaput Mortuum, and grind it, and dissolve it

in a cellar; filter, and congeal, repeating this two or three times: Then

being very dry, joyn jtti. of it with 
J 

j. of the rectified spirit; digest

and circulate eight days with gentle heat in ashes, and arl will be a V of

the colour of amber. Put one part 
"f O irrto ten parts of this liquor, and

it will dissolve it (cold) in less than a quarter of an hour: Decant the dis-

solution when it is clear; one drop thereof taken in a little broath, is a great

corroborant.

t* g revived from cinaber into the dissolution of O, and it will be-

come like a gum, decarrt the clear, and put the 
fl 

to a"r, and it will be-

come hard; melt it between two beds of calcined eggr.shells in a crucible,

and you shall hane good@ .

VENUS INTO ): SENT ME Bs MONSIEUR DE

BEAULIEU.

Take fixt Arsenick 
$tti. fixt Nitre 3 to. oyr of Tartar prepared,

3s shall be taught hereafter, 
3oj. lFri*t, Jr.o. Let them all resolve



into liquors in a moist place every one by it seU; then take these liquors

and mix them together, and filter them, then put to them 3ttj. of OyI of

9 
, and 5*tj. of O(prepared and dissolved in the liquor of fixt lFand

fixt Sulphur) mix arl well together, and put it in a matrass, and digest in

Fi'mo for fourty days, changing the dung every eiglrt days: Then decant

the clear, and the feces remaining in the bottom, dissolve in the liquor

of fixt lF, .tta put it to the rest of your liquors; filter it three or four

times: Then distitl it in a cucurbite with a gentle A in B. M. (not boyling)

distill to drlmess, and you shall have a white matter like a stone, and clear

like a pearl: And to lsrow whether it be perfected, put a little of it upon a

red-hot plate of copper, and if it melt like !ra-, and penetrate through the

plate without smoalcing, leaving the said plate white where it hath touched,

it is a sign of an errtire perfection; but if you find that it is not yet fusible,

and that it smoak yet, grind it upon a stone with a pint of I distilled from

whites of eggs, and distilled three times upon lbj. of Quick-Iirne, grind

it with the said !, until it be of the consistence of pap; then put to it

four times its weight of liquor of fixt lt; digestin finofor eight days

ody, then congeal it as before, so is it perfect. Project 
J 

j. of tni"

matter upon lbv. of prepared p , and sometirne after cast a little piece

of wax irrto it, at three or four times; then cover the crucible, and leave

it in fusion for some hours.

THE MULTIPLICATION.

Dissolve -|rriij. of this matter in lbi. of the V of whites of eggs,
r)

then add I in. of liquor of fixt Arsenick, digest in Finofor fifteen days;
t-|



then distill and congeal it as before, so is it multiplyed. U you reiterate

this multiplication several times, the matter wilI remain in a Uquor,

which will projeet upon great quantity of Venus,

TO FrX TrrE {t rOn THrS WORK.

Take lbj. of f in small pieces about the bigness of a wall-nut; make

a paste with Quick-lirae and whites of eggs, with which endew the said

pieces of *, let them dry, then stratifie them in a crucible with pow-

der of Quick-lime, let the beds of the Quick-lime be about a fingers thick;

then put the crucible to a circulary A, which increase and approach once

in a quarter of an hour, at last, cover it with coals, and let it stand so for

half an hour: Then take out the * (the crucible being cold) and wipe off

the powder of Quick-lime, then dissolve the $ in fair [, filter and con-

geal it; dissolve it in a cellar into an Oyl which keep for use.

TO FIX THE ARSENICK AND NITRE.

Take equal parts of Arsenick and Nitre, grind them, then mix them to-

gether; fill a crucible haU full with this powder, fiU it up with salt of Tar-

tar; cover this crucible with another that hath a little hole in the bottom,

lute them, and set them in a circulary A, the A Ueing haU a foots dis-

tance from the crucible; increase and approach the A once in haU an hour

about two inches, and when you perceive no more smoak come from the

matter through the little hole, put the A close to the crucible, and at last

cover it qrith coals, and keep it so covered for twelve hours, then let it

cool, and grind it, then dissolve it in a cellar, and keep the liquor in a

glass close stopped.



TO FD( THE SULPHUR FOR THIS WORK.

Take J v. of Quick-lime, slacken it in six quarts of fair ! , and

having stood twenty four hours, filter it, and put it in a kettle; then take

3 *tj. of flowers of sulphur, tye it up in a rinnen bag, which hand in

the water in the kettre, make it boyl for an hour, and you shall have a

Sulphur incombustible.

oYLo"9.

Take Stlt. of sublimate in fine powder, put it in a crucible, and pour

upon it lbj. of fine { melted, stir it well together; then being cold, put it

upon a clean iron plate in a cellar, and you shall have an Oyl or liquor.

TO PREPARE THE 
I FOR TFIIS WORK.

Take Arsenick one part, decrepitated salt two parts, pulverize and,

mix them together; then stratifie with this powder some thin plates of

a , cement them for two days, then put them to a strong A for six
t

hours; then wash these plates from the salts, and beat them to powder,

wash the powder with vinegar, and then with ! two or three times; then

with soap make a paste thereof, which put in a crucible, that hath a hole

in the bottom, put this crucible in another crucible, and so melt down the

powder of Q , and it will run through the hole into the other crucible, and
'1.

you shalr have a very white 
$ 

, and well prepared for projection.

TO PREPARE THE SALT OF TARTAR FOR THIS WORK.

Take equal parts of Tartar and euick-lime, powder them, and mix

them well together, put this in a por., cover it close, and put it in a

Potters Oven when he burns his pots; then make a Liaiuiumof it with rain



V , which filter and evaporate to dr;rness, mix this salt again with the

same quantity of Quick-lirne, and calcine it in a potters oven as before.

Repeat this five or six tirnes; then dissolve this salt in distilled vinegar'

distill and cohobate so often, till it will no more congeal into a salt, but

that it remain like melted wax in the bottom, which pour out, and keep it

for use.

TO PREPARE THE )ron THrs woRK.

Dissolve !*ti. ot ) in Sntti. of spirit of Nitre, then precipitate

with salt V , the powder of )Ueing settled, and the 9z clear, decant;

then edulcorate the powder and dry it, then dissolve it again in spirit of

Nitre as before; precipitate, edulcorate, and dry the ) as before' Re-

peat once more, three times in all, then put it in a matrass, and digest

it eight days in sand. so is it prepared, and fit to be further prepared,

and dissolved in the Oyl of fixt JF , and fixt sulphur'

TRANSMUTATION O'E INTO A REGULUS.

precipitate butter of 6 with warm S once, without further edulcora-

tion; dry it gently, then add a fourth nart of p , and of black soapr and

salt of Tartar, of each as much as needeth to make a paste, whereof make

little bullets, which put in a retort well luted; distill in a naked A, with

a strong sudden A, and the matter being melted, you shall have a Regulue

as white ." 2 , which must be melted three or four times to have it finer

and whiter.

CALX OF o o

MonsieurI,e Febore shewed me a very subtil and spunry Calx of @,



he had made thus: Purifle O to its greatest height, beat it very thin,

and cut it into small pieces, heat one part of them in a crucible, and fix

parts of cleans"d 
H 

in another: Make an &ah in due manner, stirring a

while with an iron rod, then throw it into cold [; squeeze out as much

I "" 
you can through chambo-leather: To the remaining globe put dou-

ble as much flowers of Sulphur, grind them well together: Put this mix-

ture into a capacious crucible, and gently burn away the Sulphur, and eva-

porate tfre p , reverberating the Calx three or four hours after all is gone

away. Repeat all this work twent;r or thirty times; then reverberate it

r.mder a nuff Lewith so gentle heat, that it melt not, the longer the better:

Then burn S.V. three or four times from its Qu?ts, Of grindingthe Cab(

long with pure virgin honey, then dissolving it in a large quantity of pure

distilled warm p , and letting it stand warm till all the Calx be settled

to the bottom: Also of grinding the CaIx with purified salt of Tartar, then

reverberating the mass, and lastly, dissolving the salts in warm p, and

letting the Calx settle, as with the honey: I think it will be a very subtil

Calx, to dissolve theO in A.R. of Nitre and *; thenprecipitating it with

Spinit of llnine,or with a marinated V, made by dissolving the fixed

salt of Urine in pure distill.ed rain or spring water.

A PRETTY CURIOSITY, TO MAKE METALS VEGETATE

VISIBLY.

Calcine white and transparent River Pebbles, extinguish them in V

to have a Calx thereof, which reduce irrto subtil powder with equal parts

of Tartar and Nitre (fulminated together) taking double quarrtity of this



fusible salt: Dissolve this matter upon a marble stone or glass in a moist

place, and you shall have a liquor, which filter: Take aborrt 
Ji5. or tnis

uquor, prrt it in a viol,, and ptrt into it about 
Jtj. 

(or less) of the calx

of any metal, dissolved in its Acid l,lenstnuum Then evaporate to the co1-

sistence of a CaIx: Let it stand, and so soon as it is cold you shall see the

metal vegetate, and shoot out into branches, which will be of different co-

lours if you put in the Calx of divers metals: This is fine and pleasant to

behold. Note, that it is to be observed in general, that the cause of vege-

tation is the encountring of an airy acid with a fixt ALkaLi; and it is thus,

that Quick-lime calcined with common salt into an ALkaLzl, being spread

upon barren ground, fatneth it, and maketh it fruitful, causing vegetables

to grow, by corrtracting the acid of the air and its volatile salt.

TO ENGENDER CRAY-FISHES.

It is to be observed first, that to do this operation well, you must do

it atthe increase of the), andinthe sign of cancen,if possible, or at

least in any other aquatick sig.n.

Then take a parcel of the said Cray-fishes, taken in Brooks or small

Rivers, being all arive; divide them into two parts, put one part thereof

into an earthen pot not glazed, cover it with its cover, or with another pot,

lute them well, and put them to calcine for seven or eight hours with a

strong A, until they be well calcined, and fit to be reduced to powder in

a marble mortar: Then take the other part, (being also all alive) and boyl

them in river V , like unto that wherein they were taken, then pour off the

V , which being cold, put it in a wooden vessel, or of earth, and into

no



about a pail full of this y, put about half a handful of the powder of the

aforesaid calcined Cray-flshes, stir it well together with a stick, then

tet it stand to settle, without stirring it at all, and within a few days you

shall see as it were many Atoms appear in the y, which are the breed-

ing Cray-fishes, moving in the $; when you see them as big as a small

button, you must feed them with bullocks blood, casting a little thereof

into the $, from time to tirne, which in time will make them grow of

their natural bigness. You must observe, that before you put the I into

the vessel, you must first put some sand into it, so much that the bottom

of it may be covered about a fingers breadth.

TO MAKE OYL OF TALC.

Take one part of YeniceTaLc, and two parts of pure Nitre, both in

subtile powder, put them in a wind-furnace to calcine with a strong {

for seven or eight hours: Then take out the crucible, and beat the matter

to subtil powder, and wash it perfectly well with fair V , till you have

brought away all the saltness of it; then dry the Talc well., and calcine it

again with two parts of new Nitre, all as you did before, and dulcifie the

salt from it. Repeat these calcinations, and dulcifications four times,

that the Talc may be perfectly white and well calcined, and in exceeding

subtil powder: Then put it into a strong glass bottle, half full, and stop

it close, and set it in a great quautity of ice or snour, that the extrearn

cold may penetrate irrto it (for therein consisteth the secret) but the ice

or snotry must not actually touch the bottle, but it must be set in a box of

wicker, fit for it, made like a cage, that it be all open between the barrs
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or ofiers, and in two or three months all the Talc will be converted into

a pure clear white liquor, which is excellent for the face and skin, and

will make scarlet white, being dipped in it.

AN EXCELLENT COSMETICK PREPARED OUT OF o.

Take refinedQ, otr" part, SaL gemmae, two parts; beat theOinto

very thin plates, stratifie them with the .9aZ gemmt4n powder in a cruci-

ble well luted with another upon it: Cement for twerrty four hours, then

open the crucible, and if you find the )well calcined, it is enough; if

not, stratifie it with fresh.SaZ gemmaq and cemerrt as before: Then

edulcorate the Q , with warm V ; then grind it into a subtil powder, pour

upon this powder a well rectified S. V. digest urrtil the S. V. is tincted blew;

then decant, and put on fresh S. V. Repeat this until you have extracted all

the tincture out of theO . Then evaporate the S. V. with a very gentle heat

(or rather distill it gently) and there will remain in the bottom of the cu-

curbite a matter like Pomatum : Put upon this Ponatuma spirit of wine rec-

tified upon salt of Tartar, and after a little digestion, distitl off the S. V.

in a retort, and part of the tincture will come over with the S. V. and will

leave the Pomatunwhiter than it was before. Repeat this work with new

S. V, (Tartarized) so often, till the S. V. bring over no more tincture, and

that the Ponatum remain in the bottom as white as snow, which is excellent

to whiten the face.

ANOTHER WAY TO I1WAKE OYL OF TALC.

Take of Ventee Talc in great pieces, as much as youplease, make it

red-hot in the A , thett quench it by ceffing it into Oyl of Tartar; fire it
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again, and extinguish it as before. Do thus two or three times, and it

will be througtrly calcined, so that you may crumble it into small powder

with your fingers; beat it in a mor4ar, and pass it through a fine scarfe

of silk; what passeth not, calcine it in a crucible, and extinguGh again:

It wiU be perfectly calcined by extinctions in fair V , Uttt then it witl

require ten or twelve igrritions and extinctions.

Take your subtil Calx of Talc (which will be perfectly white) made

either walr and put to it some distilled vinegar to swim two or three fin-

gers breadth over it, and put it to digest in very gentle heat eight or ten

days, and you shall see a beautiful Oyl or Cream swirn at the top of the

liquor, skim it off, and dry it with gerrtle A , and it will be a saline sub-

stance, which put irrto a bladder, and hang it in a well near the p , but

not to touch it, and in a few days it will resolve into a pure Oyl, which is

excellerrt for the face. Or, w'ith long remaining in a moist place, without

putting it irrto distilled vinegar, this Calx rnill resolve into Oyl: Tey to

extinguish the Talc in dew, and c. (Be sure that in all this work you touch

nothing with iron. )

TO BURN HOLES IN GLASS.

When ItlIr. Gote would make a hole in the belly of a retort or matrass,

or receiver of glass, he did thus: Have some cotton-yarn well Sulphured,

lay it round like a snake upon the glass, filling as much space as you would

have the capacrty of the hole, make a circle of tin, or the like, to keep it in

(but be sure there be not the least moisture upon the glass, nor that it be

very cold, for then it $rill break) set the cotton on fire with a burning coal
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laid upon it' and so let it burn on, putting up within its compass the burn-

ing yarn (with a Bodkin) if it chance to stretch, or swell wider than it should,

make your heat and brurning gerrtle and moderate at first, that you may in-

crease it by degrees, by crumbling Sulphur in powder upon the burning mat-

ter, if you find it needeth.

When it hath burned a wtrile, try gently by touching it with a little stick

of wood, whether the piece of glaes under the brrrning cotton will fall in or

out, but press not too hard, for fear of cracking that which should be whole;

for when it is enough, it will fall in with the least touch, and leave o cor1-

pleat hole without any cracks in the glass besides. If you touch the heated

glass with any moisturer ;rou not only make that which you would have se-

parated away to fall irg but you will crack and split what you would have

remain eolid. You may put a linnen cloath in the glass, for the piece to

fall upon, lest it should break the glass when it falleth in.

A description of a most convenient and very useful furnace, which will

not only serve for many operations, as Metting, Calcining, Vitrifying, fts-

verberating, Distilhg, Subliming, Digesting, and C. But also for Coppel-

thg, in small and great quantity, and that with the greatest facility that can

be; so that neither Coals nor Ashes can fall into the Coppel, neither can the

heat of the A incommodate you by reflecting in your Face and Eyes.

The fabrick of this furnace, with its structure see in the next figure,

AN E)CPLANATION OF TIIIS FIGURE.

A. Is the whole fabriclg which may be built (of good bricks) about two

foot four inches in length; one foot six inches in breadth; and about two foot
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four inches high.

B. Is the fire place, which must be round, of the best and hardest

bricks (it may also be made of a fire stone) it must be eight inches deep,

and eight inches diameter; at the bottom of it you may lay either a close

grate, or a thick iron place full of holes.

C. Is the ash-hole and receptacle of the blast or wind issuing from

the berlows, which must be very close, and the stopper fit the mouth of

it exactly, to shut very close, so that the wind may find no vent any where

out but upwards through the grate; this hole needeth be but four inches deep,

from the grate down to the bo'ttom; the ashes must be taken out of it from

time to time, that they may not stuff up the place.

D' Is the Coppelling-p1ace, which may be about seven or eight inches

in length, and six inches wide, and about four or five inches deep.

E. Is the gap, through which the flame reverberates from the furnace

irrto the Coppelling-place' it is about four inches wide, about two or three

deep, and two inches in length.

F. Is the Pipe or Chimney, which draweth the flame.

G. Is a hole, through which you may put fewel irrto the furnace, to

avoid uncovering of it, when it is covered, as it must be when you Coppel;

you must have a stopper exactly fitted to it.

H. rs a hollow prace under the coppelling-prace, which may serve to

put Coals in.

I. Is an Iron Hoop about an inch high, such as the refiners use to make

coppels in, you may have them of what bigness you prease; at the bottom
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are fastened two flat Iron Bars, to hold the bone-ashes, having no qther

bottom.

To use this Furnace, you must have a pair of Smiths Bellows, of a

midling size' which (if there be not room in your Laboratory to fix them

below) you may fix abone ground, and so they will not incumber your oper-

atory below; and for the conducting of the Wind, you may have a square Pipe

of Wood, made like an Organ-pipe, to come down from the nose of the Bel-

lows through the Wall of the Furnace into the Ash-hole; and to the pearch

you may tye a piece of Rope with a wooden handle at the end, to puII by in

blowing the said Bellows.

In all the Operations I do in this Furnace (even when I Coppel) I use

nothing but small Sinder from the Glass-House, which are not so heady

as Charcoal.

DIRECTIONS HOW TO COPPEL IN THIS FURNACE;

ADID FIRST, HOW TO MAKE A COPPEL.

Take such an iron hoop, set it upon a sheet of brown paper to save the

bone-ashes (that else you might scatter;) then fill it with a sufficient quan-

tity of bone-ashes, first moistened with p, so that they hold togethe when

you Press them in your hand; stamp them well down wlth the end of an iron

pestle, and make the coppel nery close and hard e\rery lrhere, then make

it hollow in the middle, that it may hold the matter you mean to coppel

without running over; make it very smooth, then set it into the coppelling-

place, and raise it with any sifted ashes, or with a piece of a fire-stone,

so that the top of it may be level with the lower part of the gap. Then cover
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